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arises many questions in regards to the
connection between the function of these

The fortification walls were used as the
main protection element for defending the

purpose a description of the figurines
recovered in different archaeological sites of

strengthened by adding towers and buttresses

1

1. Arad
From the 8 figurines in ‘Arad two were
unearthed in the area of city wall These were:
figurine representing a sheep
(Fig
is a fragmented figurine
The torso of the sheep is relatively
round The head is relatively small and
the horns are
The fat tail suggests
that it is a sheep (Amiran 1978 30
117:2
figurine representing a bull
(Fig
is a fragmented figurine
representing a bovid The hind part of
the animal and the traces of the hind
quarters are left (Amiran 1978 20
117:3
2. Tell el Hesi
The two documented figurines among
others2

the same time all the city gates formed the
Therefore the inhabitants of the Early Bronze
Age cities were always trying to protect these
gates in different ways such as building
towers or bastions around the gates and by
changing the accesses of the gates from direct

that arises is whether or not they used some
intangible elements to protect the gates as

placed around or near fortification and gate
This article discusses the connection between
the existence of these clay figurines around
Figurines around Fortifications
The survey concerning the miniature
figurative pieces in Southern Levant in the
Early Bronze Age reveals that among the 181
investigated objects 38 were uncovered around
were discovered in nine different fortified
sites representing more than 20% of the whole
number of Early Bronze Age miniature pieces

1

relatively an interesting phenomena and it

2
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The body broadens towards the shoulders
which are sloping down The shoulders
narrow towards the top to indicate the
Two breasts are added to the body
They are not placed on the same height
(
1988
Anthropomorphic figurine (Fig
The female figurine is roughly shaped
without
into consideration the
right anatomical proportions The birdformed head has a relatively long
The left arm goes towards the head
upwards The right arm bent on the
abdomen horizontally The breasts
protrude in form clay balls horizontally
of the
outwards The shape of the
figurine is very interesting The hair falls
down to the shoulders in form of two
braids There are two rows of incised
vertical or curved lines on the
The
protrude outwards The legs are
very short and separate in an omega
form (
1988 209 Fig 13:b
1993
1997 204 Fig 17:3
4. Et-Tell (‘Ai)
From the eleven figurines at Et Tell (‘Ai
four were unearthed in fortification areas:

hanging ears suggest that it is a dog

Khirbet Yarmouk (Tel Yarmouth)
From the 24 figurative pieces in Khirbet
Yarmouth seven were recovered in fortification
areas: four unearthed in the area of city wall
and three in the gate area
figurine (Fig
is a
fragmented zoomorphic figurine The
head the left hind leg and tail are
(
1988 47
figurine (Fig
is a
fragmented figurine The head the left
fore- and hind legs and tail are
(
1988
:
figurine (Fig
The
hind part of the torso the end of the tail
and the right hind leg are extant The
preserved part of the figurine is finely
shaped (
1988 47
:9
Three bull or -ram horns?? (Fig
horn is short and lightly curved The
curving of the other horns which are
relatively longer is about 90 degrees
(
1988
: 2-4
Laden figurine (Fig
is a
fragmented laden figurine
one of southern part of fortification wall of the lower
the receptacles that the animal carries is
extant The ovoid shaped receptacle is
hollow
has open mouth and rounded
base
resembles the shape of vessels
used widely for daily use (
1988
Anthropomorphic figurine (Fig
The female figurine is
-shaped
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in the area of city wall
relatively well preserved zoomorphic
At the bottom side at each corner there
are two round endings representing the

legs and traces of the head are extant

divided into four columns by three
representing a head of an animal with

vessel is in the shape of a horned animal

The fat tail indicates that it is a sheep
7. Tell el Qadi (Tel Dan)
From the fourteen documented figurines
in Tell el Qadi five were unearthed in the area

fragmented

pottery

sherd

with

a

elongated and cylindrical in shape
5. Khirbet Ras ed-Daliya (Tel Dalit)
From the six recorded figurines in Khirbet
Ras ed-Daliya one was unearthed in the area

carrying two hollow receptacles on its
in shape and resembles jars of daily use

upper part is decorated with incised dots

The ovoid in shape receptacle belongs to
a laden figurine most probably carried

6. Tell el-Mutesellim (Megiddo)
From the fifteen recorded figurines in Tell
Megiddo

4
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Four round endings at the bottom of each
surface of the upper part of the bed has

8. Khirbet ez Zeraqon
From the forty documented miniature
figurative pieces in Khirbet ezseven
were unearthed in fortification areas: four in
the gate area of the upper city and three in the
gate area of the lower city (Al- Ajlouny 2000
figurine (Fig
is a
very fragmented figurine that might be a
leg of an animal? (Al- Ajlouny 2000
Tafel 14:
figurine representing a sheep
(Fig
The muzzle the legs and the
end of the tail is
The preserved
part of the tail suggests that it belongs to
a sheep (Al- Ajlouny 2000 Tafel
A figurine representing either a bull or a
leg of bed? (Fig
is also a very
fragmented piece that might belong to
either a leg of an animal or a bed model
(Al- Ajlouny 2000 Tafel :
Anthropomorphic figurine (Fig
Although it is a representation of a
human figurine but it is considered here
as a part of a composite riding figurine

since the human figure is exactly
another figure riding a
recovered
in Khirbet ezis a human half
figure The head and the right arm are
(Al- Ajlouny 2000 Tafel
:
Riding figurine (
Fig
is a fragmented figurine the head of
which is preserved is considered as a
part of laden or riding figurine because it
represents a
as attested by the
shape of the head The rest of the
figurines in Khirbet ezrepresenting a
are either a part of
laden or riding figurines (Al- Ajlouny
2000 Tafel
Laden figurine (
Fig
is
of the torso
a fragmented figurine
and rests of forelegs and
are extant
The rest of the interconnection in the
section of the torso shows that it belongs
to laden figurine (Al- Ajlouny 2000
Tafel
A pottery sherd with anthropomorphic
application (Fig
is a pottery
sherd decorated with anthropomorphic
application The completely preserved
application is placed on a handle of a
pottery vessel The application consists
of in two bands each shaping a half
circle Above and under these bands
there are two holes The whole image
represents a woman holding her breasts
(Al- Ajlouny 2000 Tafel 20:
9. Jawa
The whole group of
seven figurines
was unearthed in the area of the city wall

Fardous Al-Ajlouny and Khaled Douglas

figurine representing a sheep
(Fig
is a fragmented
zoomorphic figurine representing a
sheep The torso in addition to rest of the
tail which seems to have belonged to a
sheep are extant (
1981 242
1991
figurine representing a sheep
(Fig
is a fragmented
zoomorphic figurine representing a
sheep The left foreleg and the tail are
partially
(
1981 242 1991
figurine representing a sheep
The legs and the hind part of
(Fig
the head are
(
1981 242
1991
figurine representing a
sheep: The legs are partially
The
head in the upper part and the tail are
(
1981 242 1991
figurine representing a dog
(Fig
is a fragmented figurine
that might represent a dog The legs the
right part of the animal part of the head
and the tail are
(
1981
242 1991
figurine representing a bull
The tail is
The way
(Fig
the head is shaped suggests that it
represents a bovine (
1981 242
1991
figurine representing a bull
(Fig
is a fragmented piece the
head and only one horn is extant (
1981 242 1991

Discussions
The ancient humans in Southern Levant
left an abundant number of miniature objects
representing aesthetically different types of
either creatures or models that are closely
related to daily life
promoted the
production of these objects is a question that
has been raised by most scholars
in
the Near East
they were in the form
of figurines or figurative vessels or figurative
applications they were studied as traces left
by ancient dwellers whose original purpose
has still been argued by the different scholars
(Kenyon
1927 Amiran
1997 Voigt 2000
1989
Koh 1994 The different interpretations for
the function of the small figurative pieces
include two main categories: the secular and
the sacred interpretations (Al Ajlouny 2000
Despite the close association of these objects
to religious practises their location was not
confined to temples
of these pieces
were uncovered in domestic places which
might indicate the use of private houses for
cultic purposes
Therefore the phenomenon of having a
number of miniature pieces in the fortification
areas cannot be considered as unintentional
The place of the figurative piece is of great
significance and can lead us to a number of
suggestions The idea that religion was not
restrained to temples can be reinforced
may have accomplished their rituals near or
around the fortification areas The exact
function of these miniature pieces near the
fortifications is difficult to infer at the present
level of investigations
that we
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consider these objects as religious relics we
can come to the conclusion that people placed
them near fortifications as an appeal to deities
to protect their walls and gates against enemies
and harmful
They may have used
them to bless their fortifications
A clear evidence of the connection
between the city gate and the ritual function
has been recently discovered at Khirbet
elThere a gate shrine was found at the
south-east gate of the settlement The shrine
composed of a large pierced basalt stela and
three-four adjacent basalt
They were
found leaning on the original right doorpost
and Greenberg
Fig
(
clear evidences of practicing rituals
near city gates in southern Levant come from
Age where
later periods mainly from the
some city gates were provided with cultic
installations For example in Tell el-Far a (N
a stela was placed near a basin in the
Age
city gate stratum
(Brenett and Keel
1998 Abb 84 Similar installations were
found in Tell es-Seba where a cultic podium
and Raeucheralter were found in the city gate
(Brenett and Keel 1998 Abb
two long steps leading to a high
platform were found outside the city gate
stratum VA (Brenett and Keel 1998 Abb 97
Another clear example comes from Et-Tell
(Betsaida where a podium with a basin was
found next a stela (Brenett and Keel 1998
Abb
Evidences of gates connected with ritual
ceremonies have also been recovered in
different parts of the Near East namely from
Age of southeast Anatolia The famous

Gate Lion of
and the hunting relief
from the southeast gate of
are the best
examples (
1997 Figs 2-3 13-14
These examples may contribute to the
idea that miniature pieces found around or
near the fortifications were placed for cultic
purposes
The preliminary survey study of the
distribution of the miniature pieces in the
fortification areas of the Early Bronze Age
shows that the greatest number ( pieces
was unearthed near city walls whilst less than
half of this repertoire (11 pieces was
discovered in the gate areas (Table 2
Regarding the typology of the pieces
recovered in the fortification areas zoomorphic
figurines were the most dominant The sheep
was the most represented animal and then
came the bull Some of the pieces were
unidentified (Tables 1 This reflects the same
typological distribution of the miniature pieces
in the whole assemblage of the third
millennium in Southern Levant
The typology of the figurines recovered in
the gates areas was more diverse
the most represented group was the laden
figurines including four pieces The next
represented group was the zoomorphic
figurines including three pieces Two female
figurines one bed model were also recovered
in gate areas
The question that arises here is whether
the representation of the sheep in the wall
areas was intentional or accidental Does the
animal figurine in a form of a sheep represent
a certain deity?
was it associated with a
deity worshipped for the protection of the
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city? This might contradict with the idea that
the sheep has never been used as symbol of
power and protection The sheep has always
been considered as a symbol of
and
obedience was not
the lion or the bull
that were used as symbols of power and
might be more plausible to
protection
consider it as votive objects or as symbol for
fertility

The presence of the laden figurine in the gates
areas might be interesting The gate was a
place of communication with the external
world and the place through which the exports
and the imports of the city passed
is quite
reasonable to consider them as objects used to
symbolize trade (Douglas and Al-Ajlouny
2009 These figurines might have been placed
there to bring prosperity for their trade

Table 1

Nr.

Site

Type

Archaeological context

‘Arad

A room against the city
wall

‘Arad

A room against the city
wall

Date

Source

117: 3

Filling layer against the
bottom of the city wall
Floor against the interior
part of the city wall
Filling layer against the
bottom of the city wall
three horns (bovid or
A receptacle (a part

Et Tell ‘Ai
Et Tell ‘Ai

Foundation of the city wall
A pit in the gate area

Anthropomorphic
female figurine

Filling layer in the gate area

Anthropomorphic
female figurine

Filling layer in the gate area
South lower city
fortification
Behind the west tower of
the postern gate house

8
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Nr.

Site

Type

Date

Source

South lower city
fortification

Et Tell ‘Ai
Et Tell ‘Ai

Archaeological context

application

Khirbet Ras Ed
Daliya

South lower city
fortification

193:34

The gate area
Rooms built against city
wall
Rooms built against city
wall
Rooms built against city
wall

Tell el Qadi Dan

system

Tell el Qadi Dan

Laden Figurine

Tell el Qadi Dan

Laden Figurine

Tell el Qadi Dan

Fortification area

system
system

Tell el Qadi Dan

Fortification area

Room against upper city
gate
Tafel
Riding figurine

Room against upper city
gate

Riding or Laden
figurine

Tower of Lower city gate

Laden figurine

Lower city gate

anthropomorphic
application

Gate area in the Lower city

the city between the two
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Nr.

Site

Type

Archaeological context

the city between the two

the city between the two

the city between the two

the city between the two

the city between the two

the city between the two

10

Date

Source
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Table 2

The site

Figurative pieces in the wall area

Arad

Et Tell

Figurative pieces in
the gate area

No of the
pieces in
fortification
areas

Total no.
of the
pieces in
the site

-

2

8

-

2

2

7

24

4

11

-

Khirbet Ras ed
Daliayh

1
---

Tell el-Qadi

3

---

14

(unidentified0

7

40

7

7

figurine
application

Gawa

-
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Figure 1
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Figure 2
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Figure 3
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Figure 4
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andTTime
Reckoning
in Nabataea IN NABATAEA
WEIGHTS, MEASURES
AND
IME
RECKONING

Zeyad al-Salameen

Abstract: Nabataean epigraphic materials provide evidence that there were specified metrological units in
Nabataea. Preliminary study has shown that weight and measure systems in addition to the names of the months
in the Nabataean kingdom were based on those of Mesopotamia. This study will try:
1. to discuss various weight and measure units that were practiced by Nabataeans and this will include the linear
measurements, weights and measures of capacity. Most of these measures were widely used and known by
the eastern merchants even though they had variations in values.
2. determine the modern equivalents of these weights and measures. As we do not have enough evidence to
cover the whole matter comprehensively, this study is subject to changes and modifications in the light of the
archaeological discoveries. This study will try to determine as nearly as possible their modern equivalents.
Various attempts have been made to ascertain the exact value of the ancient measures and weights but every
unit had different value. It was difficult to determine the exact modern equivalents of these units but we could
ascertain their approximate values.
3. discuss the Nabataean year and its division into months, days and hours.
This study will depend on both epigraphic and archaeological materials.

Introduction
Commercial exchange started on earth in
an early period of the history. This could be
attributed to the increase in population,
increase in need for production in addition to
surplus

in

production.

Exchange

of

commodities was first based on barter (i.e. to
give a person a commodity and take another
commodity in its place) and then in around
640 BC man invented coins and used them for
the first time as a practical means of exchange.

In order to facilitate commercial
transactions, ancient man had to use suitable
weight and measure systems. Archaeological
discoveries either epigraphic or materials not
only indicate the use of these systems in the
ancient Near East but confirm that the ancient
Near East was the home and cradle of all
scientific metrology (Shaw 1936:6). To be
more precise, the most commonly used weight
and measure units originated from
Mesopotamia. Weights and measures,
therefore, spread to other eastern cultures.

Zeyad al-Salameen

A. Linear measurements

Units of weights and measures did not
have the same value throughout the ancient

Measurements of length were normally
Near East. The high amount of variations taken from the human body (Lewy 1945:25)
takes place from period to period and from In the Old Testament, for example, there are
area to area and from city to another (Gelb four systematic measures of length: finger,
palm, span and cubit (Powell 1992:899). The
1982: 585). An Ugaritic text from Syria, for
cubit was one of the widely used measures in
example, dated to the 13th century BC
the ancient world. Herodotus in his Histories
mentions “seven talents (kkrm) of wool referred to the Mesopotamian cubit when he
according to the talent of Ashdod and talks about Babylon and reckons that it was
according to the talent of Ugarit five talents” three fingers more than the Egyptian cubit
(Heltzer 1996:32). This means that talents had (I.178). In the ancient Near East there were
their local weights and values which differed two types of cubit differing in length: one
from talents in other places. These differences might have been standard and the second
might have been royal. The two types of the
were likely known to the merchants who were
Egyptian cubits were the royal = 524-527 mm
involved in inter-regional commercial
long and the common which was 444-450 mm
transactions. Otherwise, the exchange and
(Scott 1958:208). The Mesopotamian cubit on
sale of commodities between these the other hand varied and it was 50 cm during
communities would have been impossible.
the Assyrian period (Powell 1992:89). As far
As far as the Nabataeans are concerned, as the Nabataeans are concerned the cubit is
evidence for the weights and measures is
mh which was most certainly derived from
found in the following epigraphic materials:
the Assyrian ammatu (Powell 1992: 897).
It is attested in the form of
in Hebrew,
in Aramaic (Brown et al 1906: 1081) and in
the South Arabian inscriptions (Beeston et al
1982:5). Scholars have suggested values
ranging from 40.6 cm to 66 cm (Kaufman
1974: 120-31). Healey suggests that the
Nabataean cubit was probably equivalent to
54 cm (Healey 1993:p.151).

1993:14) and in the recently published papyri
(P.Yadine, 2, 3). Names of four units are
attested in these texts. The main problem that
faces metrologists is the determination of the
modern equivalents of ancient weights and
measures. Secondly, we do not have enough
evidence to cover the whole matter
comprehensively, so this study is subject to
changes and modifications in the light of the
archaeological discoveries.

Until recently the cubit (
in Arabic)
was the main length measurement in Jordan.
In this study we will try to discuss In some old-fashioned shops of Wadi Mousa
Nabataean metrological units and will try to this unit is currently used. It is equal to about
determine as nearly as possible their modern 60 cm. We might assume that the Nabataean
cubit ranged between 54-60 centimeters.
equivalents.
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The treatise of Epiphanius of weights and
measures (AD 392) sheds light on some of the
metrological units that were in circulation
during his time. With regard to talent
Epiphanius confirmed that the talent was “the
greatest of all the measures and weights and in
litra, it is 125 litrae”. Another source for the
use of kkr = talent is dated to the 12th century
and confirms that talentum was kankar (Shaw
1936:51). In Jewish sources
contained 30
se’ah (Lewy 1944:67). The word
is
attested in Islamic sources and was mostly

Considerable distances were normally
measured by the period taken to reach a place
from another one. This is mentioned frequently
in historical resources referring to distances
between cities and far distant areas.
Strabo, for example, mentions in his
Geography that Aelius Gallus’s expedition
took about fourteen days to reach Leuke
Kome from Suez by sea (XVI.IV.23).
Elsewhere, he states that South Arabian
caravaners travelled to Ayla in about seventy
days (XVI, IV.4).
B. Weights

says that 1

Two weights are attested in Nabataean
epigraphy: the first one is kkr = talent. Its total

Kkr is attested in a Nabataean subscription
of a Greek document from the Cave of Letters
in the plural form of kkryn, “talents”, but the
reading is uncertain (Lewis et al 1989:p.147).
The actual weight of this talent could not be
established easily, but probably originated in
the load that a man could carry (Powell 1992:
905). The Nabataean talent was probably
around the weight of the Phoenician one
because the Nabataeans adopted the Phoenician
standards in some of their numismatic issues.
This is apparent from a silver Nabataean
sheqel from Aretas III’s issues, which was
identical in weight to the Phoenician standards
(Schmitt-Korte and Price 1994:94).

Babylonian talent which was used from the
earliest dynasties of Babylonia and during the
Seleucid period weighed 30.30 kg. (Segre
1944:73). It weighs 58.68-95.82 in Assyria
(Gelb 1982: 585). This word is derived from
the Babylonian word kurru which was used as
a dry measure (Kaufman 1974:65). It occurs
in the form of ka-ku-rù “talents of copper” in
from

Syria (Zaccagnini

1978:67). It is also attested in the form of
and

(volume 4, 9.
equals 12

Wasaq (volume 5, p. 137).

weight varied in the ancient Near East. The

Alalakh texts

equals 60

in Hebrew and Aramaic (Brown et al

1906:409) and in the form of krkr in the South
Arabian inscriptions (Beeston et al 1982:79).
The precise weight of this talent or the

,
The second Nabataean weight is
“stone”. A Nabataean subscription from the
Cave of Letters mentions
“by the
Nabataean weight” (Lewis et al 1989:n.22)
but the reading is uncertain. The first word is
derived from the Aramaic word
which

material that it was made from (stone, copper
or other materials, like that in Alalah) is, as
yet, undetermined. A debate has arisen about
the measure of the Alalah talent: it might have
been similar to the Phoenician talent which
weights 21.9 kg (Ben-David 1978:28).
2
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means “stone” or “weight” (Brown et al
1906:6). This word is attested in the form of
in Hebrew, a word which means “stone”
(Powell 1992:905) and in Ugaritic with
reference to weights (Cohen 1971:381). These
two words are matched with the phrase “scales

1992:902) and others suggest that it results
from sowing 784 square meters (Lewis et al
1989:69).
This word is attested for the first time in
Nabataean in the plural form sayn as follows
“ the portion of our lord, the leasing (tax) for
a year, as well, in its amount of ten Se’ah”
(P.Yadine 2, lines 13-14). The same amount is
also repeated in P.Yadine 3, line 15. It seems
that these taxes were probably paid to the
Nabataean king in kind (Yadin et al 2002:229).
The payment of ten se’ah to the king might
correspond the
, the tenth which
attested frequently in Babylonian, Aramaic
and Hebrew. In Babylonia for example,
is one-tenth of something paid usually as a tax
to a religious institutions (The Assyrian
Dictionary of the Oriental Institute of the
University of Chicago, volume 4, “E”).

(ibid). The Akkadian word abnum “stone”
was the word most used in the ancient near
east and to indicate the weight (Ascalone and
Peyronel 2001:9).
This type of weight was in circulation as
early as the Babylonian period and it is
attested, for instance, in Hammurabi’s Code
as
“lighter weight-stone”
and
“heavier weightstone” (Powell 1979:84). The real weight of
this stone is unknown.
Similar examples to the Nabataean
are attested in other Near Eastern sources.
The Elephantine papyri refer to the “in royal
stones”
(Cohen 1971:384). Other
evidence comes from the Old Testament. II
Samuel 14:26, for instance, mentions “by the
royal stone”
. Mesopotamia also
provides ample evidence for the use of the
king-weight (Rainey 1955:35). It is difficult
for us to give the exact modern equivalent of
this unit due to the scarcity of evidence.

This may occasionally represent a certain
kind of tax or contribution or even a real tenth.
The same unit is still used in the Arab
countries and known as
. In Wadi Mousa
for example, the old-fashioned shops used it
as a main measure of capacity. Its capacity
depends on the material it might hold. For
example, it might hold approximately 10 kg
of barley.
C. Time reckoning in Nabataea

Measures of capacity
Measurements of land and cultivated
areas are indicated in the ancient Near Eastern
texts by the quantity of seed sown in them.
The word se’ah is attested in Aramaic and
Hebrew texts. Se’ah was a dry measure. Some
scholars suggest that one seah,
in Hebrew,
results from sowing 625 square meters (Powell
2

The Nabataean year seems to have
consisted of twelve lunar months of 30 or 29
days each. The word
“month” is attested
in Nabataean epigraphy and means “in the
month” it means also “moon” and we suggest
therefore that it means in the lunar month
which might have been used by the Nabataeans.
The Nabataean names of months correspond

Weights, Measures and Time Reckoning in Nabataea

to the names of months in most of the ancient tradition goes back to Mesopotamia and
Near Eastern cultures (see table 1 for example). Persia. In Mesopotamia the Akitu (A-ki-ti)
A relief was discovered in Kh. Tannur festival was one of the oldest known and most
which lies about 70 km north of Petra. The important religious festivals (Saggs 1968).
relief represents Tyche with a crown and Noruz feast in Persia marks the beginning of
surrounded by zodiac panel and this panel was the New Year and is celebrated upon the
divided
into
two
clockwise
and arrival of spring season. This festival is
counterclockwise halves (Glueck 1952:7), celebrated in Iran, Afghanistan and some
contrary to other non-Nabataean zodiacs republics of the Soviet Union and even parts
which are arranged in one direction (Plate 1). of the Middle East. A text in a Greek inscription
Glueck suggests that they marked two New from Palmyra mentions “the good day” which
Year divisions, the one being a New Year is the sixth of Nisan, a day on which the feat
which began with spring, and the other being of Bel Yarhibol and Aglibol was celebrated at
a New Year which began with autumn. Palmyra (Teixidor 1977:135). Nisan was the
Reading counterclockwise from the top left first month according to all the ancient Near
centre of this zodiac we see: Aries, Taurus, Eastern calendars and it was seemingly so for
Gemini, Cancer, Leo and part of the head of the Nabataeans.
Virgo. Reading clockwise from the right top
we see: Libra, Scorpio, Sagittarius, Capricorns
and Aquarius. Pisces is missed (Glueck
1952:7). Mackenzie notes that examples from
Egypt depict zodiac with symbols following a
combination of clockwise and counterclockwise
directions (2001: 168). Now we are able to
arrange these months from the beginning of
the year till the last month according to the
zodiacal signs (see Table 1).

The second important date in the
Nabataean calendar is the autumnal equinox
which corresponds to the second division of
the Nabataean Zodiac at Kh. Tannur. The
clockwise direction of the zodiac starts with
Libra, late September /early October. This
month marks the beginning of the autumnal
equinox and the end of the summer months.
Until recently late September/ early October
had a significant importance for the inhabitants
of Wadi Mousa. This period witnessed the
holding of the so-called “Winter Festival” in
which the villagers work together to prepare
themselves for winter. We might suggest that
this event took place during the Nabataean
period. Rainfall was sparse in Nabataea and
the Nabataeans therefore hewn cistern in all
the areas that they inhabited. In the rainfall
season, water flowing into these cisterns
carries soils and gravels into these containers

The twelve signs of the zodiac correspond
to the 12 months of the year (see table 1). The
zodiac alludes that there were two important
dates or celebrations in the Nabataean calendar
one in Nysn (April) and another one in Tishri
(October).
The first one which starts with Nysn=Aries
corresponds to the vernal equinox. It is known
that many ancient and modern eastern groups
celebrate the arrival of spring season. This
2
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and they sedimented by time at the bottom of
the cistern. Around the end of September,
which corresponds to the autumnal equinox,
these containers become empty and all the
accumulated debris at the bottom of the
cistern, which reached a considerable
thickness, must be removed to get them ready
for the coming season. This requires a
collective work and cooperation as the benefits
of the whole raining season would be for all.
So we might suggest that this “Winter Festival”
existed during the Nabataean period and
marked the second important date.

the top of the dial, when the sun rose higher
the shadow would change its direction till it
touches the opposite direction by the end of
the day. Sundials were common in the ancient
near east as they measure the light of the
shadow, its length and its direction (Scott
1935:88-89; Dolan: 1972:8-12).
Conclusions

In summary, the system of weights and
measures in addition to the names of the
months in the Nabataean kingdom were based
on those of Mesopotamia, similar to other
ancient systems in the ancient Near East.
Days of the month are divided into days Most of these measures were widely used and
and nights. The division between days and known by the eastern merchants even though
nights is ascribed in a Nabataean inscription they had variations in values. Otherwise
to Dushara, the Nabataean god par excellence. transactions between ancient societies would
The astronomical day was divided into 12 have been impossible.
is attested for the first
hour . The word
Various attempts have been made to
time in P. Yadine 3, line 3. The week is also ascertain the exact value of the ancient
referred to in the same papyrus in line 4 .
measures and weights but every unit had
Daily time was known to the Nabataeans different value. It was difficult to determine
through the sundials. An interesting Nabataean the exact modern equivalents of these units
without sufficient historical and archaeological
in the Ancient Orient Museum in Istanbul, evidence.
Inv. No. 7664 (Plate 2). It is made of a soft
sandstone, 42 cm height, 35.5 cm width and
28 cm depth. Its time-keeping surface as a
quarter-sphere divided by eleven lines marking
the hours of the day. Its gnomon is also
missing. There is a short inscription written in
the front of the dial and this helps us to date
the sundial to the first century AD (for more
details see Healey 1989:331-334).
It seems therefore that the shadow of the
gnomon fell upon the face of the dial during
early morning the shadow would appear on
2
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Table (1): Table showing the Babylonian months and their Nabataean equivalents as well as
their zodiacal signs
Babylonian
(Mesopotamian) Month

Nabataean
equivalent

Ni-sa-a (n)-nu
a-a-ru
Si-ma (a)-nu

Nysn

Abu
Ulul
Tashritu
Arahsamnu
Kislimu
D.abitu
Shabatu
Addaru

Tshri

Zodiacal sign

Julian
equivalent

Aries
Taurus
Gemini
Cancer
Leo
Virgo
Libra
Scorpio
Sagittarius
Capricorn
Aquarius
Pisces

April
May
June
July
August
September
October
November
December
January
February
March

Plate (1) Kh. Tannur Zodiac (after McKenzie 2001)
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Plate (2) Nabataean Sundial from Madain Saleh (Healey 1993: pl. ix)
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Site Presentation and Cultural “Heritage Education’’ in Tribal Environments
SITE PRESENTATION
AND CULTURAL “HERITAGE EDUCATION’’ IN
TRIBAL ENVIRONMENTS

Hans Georg K. Gebel

Abstract: This essay reflects the author’s personal experience of the Jordanian tribal Bedouin and
about how a tribal heritage education could help touristic site presentation in a sustainable and

Jordan’s culture.

This essay deals with site presentation
pioneer of Jordan’s archaeological cooperation:
have been gained and views which have been
developed over the three decades of the
of Archaeology and Anthropology and
argues that sustainable site presentation in
Jordan has to be based on an increased
field research into a general research strategy
serving Jordan’s heritage. Already by that

the conflicting indigenous and western/
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Fig. 1.

rather conservative da‘wa
Jordan and does certainly not represent the
awareness by an excavation in a Jordanian

2010).
An Experience

sheikhs
who did not wear the hijab on the village’s

the Basta Joint Archaeological Project
entered private property and hindered its
introduction into and exercise of the obstacles

the archaeological heritage of the village.

to force foreigners to say the shahada
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between us and the sheikhs and their followers.

villagers passed the excavation or the
The Basta story is reported here as an
paid labor it seasonally brought to the village. awareness can be spoiled; if we do not collect

situation and started a dialogue with the and nature.
About Heritage Educators, Site Presenters
and Terms
da‘wa center they were building
sheikhs

educational efforts in the context of world
Heritage in Young Hands),

the excavation and receive explanations/ a
tour. We explained that the excavation

life. There was no need to explain the conflict
theoretical and practical aspects of partitative

heritage education as a tool of intervention
against the destruction of sites and nature is
strategies and potentials are developed to
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Fig. 2.

produce new educational approaches and
success is not guaranteed (Gebel and
tribal cultures being richer in intangible than

heritage education

accepted by the heritage bearers. While

setting external standards and values in a

which heritage educators have to learn cultural
48
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values; cultural/ tribal/ national/ religious
identities; heritage/ cultural education;
Archaeological site presentation is part of
for the local and other beneficiaries; local
a conservation and protection plan; a

concept which has to include all aspects of the education and experience of culture and nature

considering the interests of archaeologists/

concerning the following fields: research;
research and popular publications; historic

Fig. 3.
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1990: Article 7).

sorts of business about archaeological site

understanding has to be stressed that the final

true sense (Gebel n.d.).
sites which are presented and have a

walls fall apart and sites are “eaten” up by
a collection of wise contributions on other

poor in its ideology: “The presentation of the
archaeological sites to the general public is an

understanding of the need for its protection.
conceived as a popular interpretation of the
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Fig. 4.

Local Understanding

2)

there is little or no heritage awareness existing
3)

sees heritage as the history and identity
rather than the tangible and intangible
in the West.

ignores the different concept of heritage we restricted sense for archaeological evidence
on its territories while living according to its
1)
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Local teachers and educated people succeed and strategic balance to be essential for
little with increasing awareness of the

decades helping to build a national identity
cornerstones

of

site

presentation

and

cultural

understanding

in

Jordan

is

political tribal diversity by offering a national
Fig. 5.
Area.

also attracts other contributors to the research
interests

excavations in Jordan is exceptional for the

and

ideologies

connected

to

options”.
archaeological and historic research in the
here on a local understanding of (foreign)
one of the outstanding intellectual legacies of
King Hussein to understand Jordan as a
traditional country at the crossroads of past
and present which has to develop a national shawarma
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cafetaria with the best shawarma in Wadi On Responsibilities, Advocacies, Potentials
of Participation

was fed up with paying the double the ordinary

we were there to serve Jordan’s heritage and
recently site conservation was seen as a

our country and excavate its treasuries for

since they pay for this a restoration fee

through raising the level of general education.
Jordan’s cultural sovereignty in the face of the
shawarma

financial capacities to cope with the necessary
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Fig. 6.

would ease the situation. Whatever the
increased. A site cannot be presented as being
heritage and our cultural responsibility for the
world heritage of future generations. Heritage
awareness is a substantial part of a site’s

“authentic” site guides etc. The strategy of
or two decades.

archaeology” have to be ruled out (such
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of one´s own cultural traditions and the history
and policies have to find balance and
heritage concepts) through winning over
influential individuals of the target group for
of Jordan.
We as archaeologists are the bearers of

enterprises which should try to involve This advocacy should target not only
especially the young people. All technocratic
field and which has rapidly been disappearing
concern has to be the adaptation to the social
and religious standards and values of the
education”: on the one hand through bringing
on the other hand to encourage its bearers to
culture which is disappearing while we are
Although the title of this contribution
potentials of archaeologists and other
specialists presenting and conserving sites
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Building Hypotheses: the Shallow Carinate Bowl and the Notion of the Ceramic Province in Ancient Southern Arabia
BUILDING
HYPOTHESES: THE SHALLOW CARINATE BOWL AND
THE NOTION OF THE CERAMIC PROVINCE IN ANCIENT
SOUTHERN ARABIA
by
William D. Glanzman

Abstract: One of the most distinctive and characteristic ceramic vessel forms in Southern
Arabia is the Shallow Carinate Bowl (SCB). Its form and surface treatments are unique within
the region, and until very recently its distribution is restricted to the area of South Arabia.
Given its chronological span as determined by calibrated radiocarbon dates and associated

for this restricted distribution. Recent research demonstrates that its distribution can now be

newly attested specimens require a re-assessment of all of the characteristics of this “type
suggested as a useful working hypothesis to account for all of the characteristics of this “type
of both manufacturing methods and compositional analyses of the various specimens along
with a more rigorous approach to the factors accounting for distribution in ceramic vessels in
antiquity.
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Preface
I first encountered Prof. Moawiyah
Ibrahim through his scholarship and his
fieldwork, specifically his 1978 treatise on the
Collared-rim Jar of the Early Iron Age in the
Levant, and seeing his direction and training
of students at the excavation site of Sahab in
Jordan during 1980. He went on to become a
major figure in the archaeology of Oman and
to work in Yemen.1 It seems fitting that this
paper is aimed at providing insight into one of
the many problematic issues in the archaeology
of ancient South Arabia, that of the relevance
of pottery in developing interpretations of
archaeological sites and their remains.

One of the most characteristic vessel
forms of pre-Islamic South Arabia, especially
during the first millennium BC, is the Shallow
Carinate Bowl (Figure 1). In his study of
ancient South Arabian pottery, this author
developed and employed the notions of potting
traditions and a ceramic province for
interpreting the corpus of stratified pottery

ancient South Arabia. Comparisons were
made to the excavated pottery corpus from

INTRODUCTION
1 In his article this author was impressed with his
analyses data that led Moawiyah to disassociate a
specific pottery style with an ethnic community, an
otherwise common association of some Levantine
archaeologists. In fieldwork his attention to
stratigraphy and context was most impressive, as
was his dedication to training the next generation of

vessel form in the Republic of Yemen and in
the Dhofar Province of Oman justify a review
of its characteristics and assessment in light of
those concepts.

continued when he arranged for a team from
Yarmouk University to conduct an initial survey

PUTTING THE “POTTING
TRADITION” AND THE “CERAMIC
PROVINCE” INTO PERSPECTIVE

of Yemen, as part of an international project
(Ibrahim and Mershen 1990). Afterwards he
established a graduate program in archaeology at

“Etic” and “Emic” Approaches

back to Yemen for one season of field work at the

classification versus typology have vexed
archaeologists for decades, and many systems

in the present paper are those this author focused
upon in his doctoral dissertation, and as presented
Sabéennes 7 conference in Istanbul, in the special
seminar in honor of Prof. Walter Müller, and
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Figure 1.
compiled by Robin Poitras, Cartographer at the University of Calgary.

South Arabian pottery that have attempted to
onward, pottery is found at most sites within address the emic approach (e.g., Glanzman
its significance is therefore worth exploring.

of manufacture for pottery are defined and
enable the formulation of a geographic
beyond the analyst’s or “etic” perspective association that has the potential of addressing
upon a classification or typology, and instead issues such as commerce and ethnic
attempt to address the significance that may associations.
have been held by the producers and users of
the pottery wares, the “emic” perspective The “Potting Tradition”
A “potting tradition” can be defined as the
sum of all cultural behaviour that is
albeit recognizing the value of an etic
accumulated and applied in the creation of a
approach, there are only a few such studies on
specific ceramic product, passed on from one
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behaviour, for ceramics worldwide, can be
divided into seven basic stages of production
that pottery goes through for the potter to
attain the fired product: raw materials
acquisition, raw materials processing, clay
body preparation, vessel formation, vessel
shaping, application of surface treatments,
and firing. Sometimes potters can lump
together one stage with another. Often, the
use of the product and its discard onto an
archaeological site can be assessed as well

archaeological record when we consider
assemblages, context and deposition

The “Ceramic Province”
A “ceramic province” describes the
geographical spread of one or more potting
traditions, and it can be applied to entire
assemblages having the same distribution as
long as their potting traditions have been

ceramic province thus emerges a useful notion
for generating observations on the relationships
between ceramic products and their distribution
attempt at an emic approach is to employ a networks, agencies of production and
“techno-functional typology” to examine a distribution, and a wide range of other
pottery corpus, enabling the analyst to associations and relationships, including
determine the potting traditions present within ethnicity. Its spatial nature lends itself well to
a corpus. For comparative purposes, however, creating testable hypotheses about the
the traditional “archaeological typology” or interactions of communities.
etic approach, which focuses upon vessel
some of those studies do provide comments
on technology and function (see Rathje and
of studies have demonstrated that vessel forms
and styles of decoration are necessary but not
sufficient criteria to consider when attempting
to derive culturally meaningful categories and
comparisons, the conclusions drawn from
their use must be treated with caution. We can
create a culturally meaningful assessment of
the pottery of a given culture by examining
the traces of cultural behavior that become
manifest in each stage of production, and we
can examine how changes occur in the

THE SITUATION AS OF 1994

its Pottery Corpus

enclosed drainage system with several
tributaries emanating from the southern,
eastern and western mountain ranges and
eventually drains toward the north-northwest.
During the dry seasons the wadi beds seem to
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have functioned as conduits for traffic, as they at the turn of the lower body to the upper
body, creating a true carination with a rather
low profile (see Figure 1).
Its other
Father Albert Jamme during the mid-1970s as
part of the Carnegie Museum’s expedition to prepared by the potters supplying this form to
Yemen while searching for inscriptions
archaeological survey and excavation was observed quantity, was very likely added as
chaff or straw to a highly plastic clay, in order
to reduce its stickiness. As petrographic thinsection microscopy of their fabrics reveal, that
clay had naturally occurring inclusions
significant quantity of pottery. By the end of predominantly of quartz, feldspars and
the final season we reached bedrock at a depth amphiboles, as well as mica and a variety of
of approximately 8.75 m below the surface of other accessory mineral grains including
the site, affording a view of the entire
pottery we excavated thus enabled a view of
its development though time, which only two
at least one coil to a basal slab to form the
had provided.
Besides developing a
classification and typology system for this
corpus based on the notion of a potting
tradition, the author focused on an explanatory with a single miniature example of about 7.0
model to account for the distribution of those cm. Most of the examples seem to have a
traditions: the ceramic province (Glanzman pedestal base, although too few bases are
extant to determine the height of the entire
piece. Rims tend to have between one and
The Shallow Carinate Bowl at Hajar
In the author’s doctoral thesis on the

early examples are noticeably thinner than

Shallow Carinate Bowl is noted as the most
forms are consistently thicker and have fewer
commonly encountered pottery type during
incised lines. Initially the form has a
distinctive vessel form derives from its
first tend to lose the burnish then the slip on
characteristic pronounced reverse curve found

William D. Glanzman

the exterior, and eventually they lose the visual and technological characteristics and
interior burnished and slipped surface. All trends for the Shallow Carinate Bowl appear
examples were fired under oxidizing
conditions, resulting in a rich reddish brown comparable.
surface colour, typically in the range of 10R
The Comparison: the Shallow Carinate

of note. It appears toward the end of the First
Occupational Phase, and continues into the
Fourth Occupational Phase. It therefore and Sabaean territory, both kingdoms shared a
covers the end of the second through the first common geopolitical boundary which through
half of the first millennium BC, beginning
around the 11th or 10th century B.C., and
B.C., based on stratigraphic associations,
dated contexts and parallels, calibrated
radiocarbon dates, and finds such as coins

wadi systems form the basis for archaeologists
and epigraphists reconstructing their respective
suggest a dynamic interaction through time.
Most of the early wares from Hajar

and thus overlaps in time with the Shallow
wares including that of the Shallow Carinate
Bowl are visually indistinguishable from one
another, and they were made using the same
the Fourth Occupational Phases, which belong
technology. Hence, they shared the same
potting traditions. Differences in composition
became the only means of distinguishing the
was no evidence encountered for exchange of
ceramic products between the two wadi

based on stratigraphic associations, dated contexts
and parallels, calibrated radiocarbon dates and other
associated datable artefacts such as coins.

potters servicing the two sites were slightly
different and the fabrics that they created were
different primarily in texture. Hence, the
same potting tradition for the Shallow Carinate
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century B.C. and characterize the Fourth
manufacturing centers shared this potting
tradition, and it transcended a geopolitical century B.C. through to the end of the site’s
other types and their potting traditions
the same time frame when the Shallow
Carinate Bowl begins to disappear from the
repertoire of characteristic pottery forms and
other studies of pre-Islamic South Arabian becomes replaced by the Shallow Angled
pottery employed an archaeological typology,
so parallel research was restricted to style.
to reflect some political posturing or increasing
associated forms in the corpora from Shabwa, community separation, through time, and

hence, this author invoked another ceramic
During the first half of the first millennium

of geopolitics and ethnicity, sometimes
referred to as the “pottery equals people”
hypothesis, could not be addressed directly

potting traditions and formed one large
“ceramic province” transcending their shared changed somewhat.
THE SITUATION SINCE 1994
geopolitical boundary, and this “ceramic
province” was different from that of The Shallow Carinate Bowl and the
were not products intended for exchange
between wadi systems.
During the second half of the first
millennium BC, this author discovered that have been published in a comprehensive
the repertoire of forms throughout South manner, and several important relationships
Arabia became very different from one are highlighted. From data collected in the
another, with strong regional associations. At
Sedov defines three successive stages of
cultural development, in large part derived
Occupational Phase, probably around the 6th from observations about pottery: the earliest
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agricultural settlements, followed by a
“Sabaean cultural hegemony” period, and

as reflecting the “arrival” or “spread” of the
Sabaeans or their influence into another
geopolitical domain, then we now have their

and shortly afterward represent the corpus have suppressed the development or
reflecting the “Sabaean cultural hegemony” emergence of local ethnic identities as
period (Figure 2), characterized especially by reflected in their material culture.
Shortly thereafter, however, the pottery
Sedov makes some very important
B.C. the wares are highly regional in form and
“Sabaean cultural hegemony” period have
correlates their presence with the appearance
of inscriptions in Sabaic dialect along with
other texts mentioning the names of prominent
Sabaean deities. Hence, Sedov associates the
Sabaean pottery and inscriptions with the
presence of a Sabaean ethnic community in
this region. He further suggests this may be
tied to the “Sabaean federation” (Sedov 1996),
which from a chronological point of view
refers to at least one stage of the mukarrib-

sequence is the same as I observed for the
roughly the same time frame, demonstrating
that one large “ceramic province” is present
within South Arabia during the early first
millennium B.C., and around the 5th century
B.C. different ceramic provinces arise.
Recent Examples of the Shallow Carinate

desert, known in Medieval Arabic sources as
between pottery and inscriptions is now southward bulging extension of the famous
apparent: if these wares are indeed to be seen
many examples of the Shallow Carinate Bowl
in several different varieties including

During the Rencontres Sabéennes 7 in Istanbul
Sedov acknowledged his usage of “hegemony” was

Hajar

rather, he seems to have meant “influence”,
regardless how it may have occurred. Nevertheless,

During 1996 this author conducted site and museum
research in Yemen on the later pre-Islamic wares in
the region, in order to examine evidence for

represented by inscriptions during the reign of
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Figure 2.
Carinate Bowl and the Amphora. Graphic compiled by Robin Poitras, Cartographer at the
University of Calgary.

Surban and several other locations between
occur along with forms most commonly
encountered in this author’s original ceramic
the Amphora, the Hemispherical Cooking
Bowl, the Deep Hemispherical Bowl, the
Pinched Rom Bowl, and the Carinate Jar, as
from the American Institute for Yemeni Studies.
well as a number of other wares (see Glanzman
During this activity many examples of the Shallow
Carinate Bowl were observed as coming from

same early phase of the first half of the first
millennium B.C. However, there is one
composition of these examples is often visibly distinguishing feature exhibited by the
different, as the examples we examined Shallow Carinate Bowl and related wares for
characteristically contain distinctive, large lithic
inclusions in their organic-tempered fabric (see
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compositions of the wares are sometimes
Beeston 1976, and Robin and Brunner 1990).
distinctive, large lithic inclusions in their
organic-tempered fabric (see Note 4).

located to the south and southwest, emanating
More recently, we have encountered many from the northern slopes of the Upper Jurassic
examples of the Shallow Carinate Bowl in limestone of the Amran series that forms its
several different varieties, and a number of
the west by a large rise of rocky sediments
recently, our fieldwork in the region of Dhofar
in the Sultanate of Oman yielded a single
example of the Shallow Carinate Bowl. It is
therefore apparent that the potting traditions (spanning ca. the last 1.8 million years and
behind these wares are more widespread than including modern times) lag deposit composed
of alluvial gravel covered by a dark-colored
ceramic province for the assemblage that
1 on Grolier and Overstreet
Sedov has identified must now be extended to
include at least parts of the territories of the

been refined further.5
large, rugged lava flow peppered with volcanic

certain important issues for the invocation of
the Sabaean ethnic identity in the region. It further to the east and northeast are the dunes
also raises the question of the role of commerce
in the distribution network.
THE SITUATION NOW
5 Grolier and Overstreet created the photogeologic
interpretation of a Landsat-1 image and various
maps, and according to Grolier (personal
communication, 1998) ground inspection was not
possible for each formation. Hence, the authors
were not able to identify the prominent rocky
outcrop known locally as “Jabal Bani Shaddad”,
centrally located within the basin. For an isometric
diagram illustrating the formation of these

(WRAP) and the Shallow Carinate Bowl

is topographically well defined and falls
within a large basin over 600 km in extent
that forms part of the Marib-Balhaf graben. It
is located in the Yemeni hinterland, where it
forms part of the southwest flank of the
Figure 3
settlements within it today are approximately

Jurassic limestone of the Amran series and
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Figure 3.

drainage system meanders toward the
northeast it splits into two main branches deposit ceases nearby (see Grolier and
around pre-Islamic anthropogenic silt fields,
forms a natural barrier, and today there are
tribal as well as administrative boundaries that
branches flow together with other tributaries fall along this same zone (Mr. Saleh Muhsin,
beyond the extent of those silts (Müller and this zone seems to have formed the border
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settlements of pre-Islamic South Arabian
civilization, as well as later Islamic
communities including the modern
Figure 4
pre-modern settlements that are well known
recently abandoned Islamic village of Durayb
1980: 115).6
Only the first two are demonstrably preIslamic in date, and both had been abandoned
in antiquity.

6 Beeston (1976) suggested the site of Durayb with
its many masonry blocks bearing ancient South
Arabian inscriptions was a pre-Islamic site in

Figure 4.
Note the locations of anthropogenic silt beds from
pre-Islamic times, with locations of the modern
abandoned Islamic settlement of Durayb, and the

In our brief reconnaissance of the site no preIslamic remains other than recycled masonry, some

as several other sites discovered nearby. Adapted
Rempel.

discovered during the course of our fieldwork,
“Madinat Abu Shay”. We anticipate returning to
excavate this site as well as the major sites of
with the major categories of remains within the
locations of sites representing all time periods, to
appear in Man and Environment in the Arab World
in light of Archaeological Discoveries, second
Adumatu Symposium.
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Joseph Halévy was the first western in the masonry of the Islamic site of Durayb.
scholar to report on the location of the site of
en
route
mukarrib) who is the son
St-John Bridger Philby was the next scholar to

mukarrib

based upon Philby’s site descriptions and
added some commentary on several of the
mukarrib is
significance of both the sites and their best translated as “confederator” (Robin 1996:
inscriptions in other treatises (von Wissmann
and vary from ca. 1000 or 900 B.C. for the
former, and to the 8th or 6th century B.C. for
“Sketch Map of South West Arabia” (1976).
In 1980 Christian Robin and Jacques
Ryckmans studied and published the
inscriptions from the two major sites, and a
number of inscriptions re-cycled into the
made by correlating archaeological evidence
able to identify correctly the ancient names of with the inscriptions, a task not yet undertaken
Kutalum

names, in their Akkadian forms as Karib-ilu
and It’amar, are mentioned as “kings” of

). No further
archaeological or epigraphic survey of these

been undertaken between 1980 and the B.C. (Luckenbill 1989: 7-8) and his son

sources, then, both sites are known to have
chronology of these two major sites was been occupied during the floruit of the Shallow
derived from epigraphic studies of their in situ Carinate Bowl in South Arabia.
inscriptions as well as some that were recycled
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Figure 5.

Figure 6. Mr. Saleh Muhsin holding
a Shallow Carinate Bowl sherd, along

heavily looted condition and the ashy deposits on the left.
Photo by author.

to southwest, Durayb is seen along the
horizon. Photo by author.

noted that the circumvallation walls at both
Šaqab canal runs near its southeast flank (von

were defensive, and stresses the point for

covered by aeolian debris that has accumulated
around its walls, so we can only hypothesize as seen by the explicit mention of both
that it is located upon a rise in the natural settlements as forts in Breton’s discussion of
bedrock as so many sites within wadi systems
In support of a partial defensive function
site with a circumvallation wall is not is the origin and meaning of the site’s name.
occurs within a wadi system, the wall system
may also have functioned along with berms to
deflect the sayl from the enclosed settlement.
While this site might once have served as a
settlement for an agricultural community at
the northern extent of our wadi system, its
location suggests it may have functioned as an
outpost on the border between the somewhat

it may derive from the Akkadian term kutalum
(Dr. Mohammed Maraqten, personal
to a reserve or back-up component of the
military, Akkadian kutallu, or possibly to a
storage zone within a palace compound
(Oppenheim, et. al. 1971: 607). Given its
defensive function would make sense.

belonged according to lapidary inscriptions,
al-Jawf immediately to the north.

from looting (Figure 5). As a result, examples
Philby of the Shallow Carinate Bowl (Figure 6), the
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Figure 7.

Figure 8. Surface collection of
Shallow Carinate Bowl sherds

brown wasted mudbrick debris and some loose ashy debris on the
Photo by author.

Shallow Angled Bowl, the Amphora and other
Ash deposits abound, many of the stones
wares are present on the surface, along with exposed at the surface show traces of having
pottery belonging to the second half of the been burnt, and some remains of burnt
mudbrick are present, all suggesting a
derived from deposits that accumulated during conflagration associated with its demise and
the site’s initial occupation (see Glanzman in subsequent abandonment.
press).7
western flank of the major irrigated field
complex in the northern portion of the wadi
one on the relationship between the pottery of South system, which must have served as its

7 On these chronological issues and the interpretation

Arabia and the territory of the various kingdoms
during the second and first millennia B.C., as part
of the Festschrift for Walter Müller in the series
Epigraphik und Archäologie des antiken Südarabien,
ed. S. Weninger, and the other concerning the new
evidence for the exchange networks and trade in
pre-Islamic Arabia, which should appear in the
Proceedings of the International Conference on the
Economy and Society of Pre-Islamic Arabia,

Figure
7). Its surface fortunately is partly disturbed,
and many fine, thin examples of the Shallow
Carinate Bowl are present (Figure 8
present are a few examples of the Shallow
conflagration, as burnt mudbrick is found all

of the second millennium B.C. are discussed
elsewhere in terms of their chronological
Shallow Carinate Bowl and the Shallow Angled
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been abandoned, and then partially built over Dhofar and the Shallow Carinate Bowl
during recent times, likely after Philby’s
expedition to the region as he does not remark
on the presence of structures adjacent to or on
top of the site.
archaeological sites in Dhofar), which in turn
A review of the architecture, the exposed
deposits, and the artefacts on the surface of
they were destroyed and subsequently
abandoned sometime shortly before
evidence among the surface remains are the
presence of the Shallow Carinate Bowl (see

it turns southward toward the coast and
debouches into a nature preserve (Phillips
the coastal mountains above that bend (Phillips

is facilitated by modern water pumps, and at
is the Wavy Rim Bowl, a type fossil throughout the bend begins the nature preserve whose
community to its northeast is known as
al-Mughsayl.
first to conduct archaeological explorations
responsible

for

the

devastation

and

such as armed conflict that led to the

a brief report on his activities in Dhofar, and a
few of the materials he recovered have been
re-examined by Paul Yule and Monique

8

cursorily re-examined by a survey team led by
8
with many potsherds. I would suggest he has
misidentified the furnace slag with the most evident

remains unpublished.9

is evidence of a conflagration suffered by the site,
which likely led to its abandonment.

9
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Figure 9.
promontory of al-Marneef is in the background, and the gas station is between the two. Photo by
author.

At present, we have undertaken three field
Figure 9) lies atop a limestone
seasons of excavation in the Brigham Young outcrop that seems to be the eroded remnant
University (BYU) expedition to Dhofar. of an uplifted ancient beach, approximately
500 m from the modern shoreline and only
Brown, David Johnson and Sidney Rempel

architectural remains largely covered up by
north are remnants of field systems (see
northwest are a series of structures that
have also been explored by reconnaissance probably relate to the modern farmstead, and
survey and small excavation probes (Johnson to the west are several Islamic and some
press).

west is a gas station along the bank of a small
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focusing upon the extant westernmost
architectural complex atop the eroded outcrop,
which he described as a “habitation”, possibly
a fishing village. He further speculated upon
the presence of pre-Islamic occupation based
77-79).
During the excavations a number of
potsherds were recovered from this shallowly
stylistically. Little chronological information

Figure 10.

inscriptions, glass or other datable artifact
categories have been recovered, and we have
no C dates. For now, we must rely solely
upon relative dating for the site’s chronology, temper and some small (less than 1 mm long)
specifically upon stylistically datable pottery mica grains along with some rounded lithic
inclusions, possibly of quartz. Our potsherd
has a shallow form with a slightly rounded
carination, approximately 19.0 cm in diameter,
fully within the range of the rim diameters of
the Shallow Carinate Bowl throughout South
come from a uniquely decorated carinate Arabia. Its thickness, varying between 5-8
form, possibly from a bowl or jar (Figure 10). mm thick, is a characteristic of the later
imported pre-Islamic South Arabian wares incised grooves are extant above our sherd’s
exhibit any other grooves, which is different
South Arabian repertoire. It derives from a rim grooves are usually higher and closer
vessel that was handmade, as were all of the toward the vessel’s rim top than on our
specimen. It has a mottled slip that exhibits
composed of a dense reduction-fired fabric only a surface sheen, rather than burnish.
that is different from the “local” pale brown Mottling may occur during in the firing stage
wares, in that it lacks shell or limestone of production, often from use, or even from
inclusions. Instead, it has some organic post-depositional alteration such as exposure
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hinterland of Dhofar demonstrated it was
occupied during his Iron Age B, ca
– A.D. 650. Of note, he does suggest the
presence of South Arabian imports into the

to some burning material in the soil matrix of
the site. Sheen in ceramics may result from
sintering of a fine slip, from polishing the
surface before firing, or from use if it was
re-heated and handled repeatedly. Sheen,
however, is not a common characteristic for
the Shallow Carinate Bowl, whereas

most likely the simple, typically red, burnished

Arabic tradition, and can be considered to date
the earliest phase of the fortress. Contemporary
thicker variant of the Shallow Carinate Bowl to this repertoire may be the black, shiny,
(Figure 11). Hence, this sherd’s characteristics carinate ware resembling Attic ware and thus
are late relative to the established sequence in
not provide any citation for this supposed
have other wares that can be placed so early Seleucid (late Iron Age B) period parallel, he
017 from Shisur, here dated between the 8th
suggest a late pre-Islamic occupation that was
extensively disrupted by the Islamic period Fund n.d.). Unfortunately, we have almost no
comparable data for Oman or further afield in
centuries A.D., with a possible extension as eastern Yemen.
late as the 16th century A.D. (Glanzman, in
derived from his excavations at Shisur, whose
pre-Islamic pottery we must rely almost relative chronology is based upon comparisons
and excavations.
and ‘Ain Humran in Dhofar, as well as dated

Figure 11.
10

In the

In reference to his Iron Age A of ca
10

ceramics, in contrast to the lithics, have little
in common with the classical South Arabian
sites in the west or North Oman to the east”.
His stratified excavations at Shisur on the

Iron Age component as well as an earlier Bronze
signs posted at the site and descriptions in the
adjacent Land of Frankincense Museum also note
their presence. We await the results of this large77
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Arabian colony that built up and controlled
most if not all of the port complex facilities
potsherd seem to derive from a slightly
different tradition for the Shallow Carinate
Bowl than exhibited by most of the South
Arabian kingdoms, and very likely represents
a late variant in that potting tradition.

Mission’s recent excavations show that the

Given its position and relative ease of
recent data), so one does not expect mention
of either the Shallow Carinate Bowl or the
Shallow Angled Bowl.

may have served as one of the conduits for

(Badre 1991) and that from Gertrude Caton-

are literally millions of frankincense trees still
growing in the region of Dhofar. In antiquity
it was the point of origin for much of the
frankincense in abundance in the
in
Salalah, further northeast along the coast.
Farmers with camel herds today are present in

wares have organic temper added by the
ancient potters to render their clay body
workable and plastic (see Note 4). Elsewhere
in South Arabia the organic-tempered wares
are seldom dense, in stark contrast to our
specimen. In this respect, our Shallow
Carinate Bowl sherd is more similar to a few
of the examples of the wares from Caton

and according to local informants their camels
are still used to transport the harvest of
frankincense from the trees in the hills above
the coast. Many of the traditions of the
indigenous people of Dhofar can still be seen
today, and caravans traversed the region as
recent as the journey of the Bents (1900). At
present we can only speculate why our sole
example of a Shallow Carinate Bowl is present
here, so far away from its ceramic province.

most detailed studies on pre-Islamic South
Arabian pottery from the Yemen (Caton
scale on-going excavation. In the meantime, we do
have examples of various wares from the site, some
of which seem to be pre-Islamic, published by Yule

may have entered Dhofar by camel caravan
returning from the highland plateau or the

connections to the ancient kingdoms of South
Arabia.
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either some port in Yemen or as near as the
widespread during the first part of the first
DISCUSSION
In order to explore Sedov’s hypothesis
Is the pottery corpus of the “Sabaean
and the implications of ethnicity further, we
must raise several critical questions. In the cultural hegemony” contextually related to
Sabaic inscriptions on other sites outside of
some containing the names of Sabaean deities,
indicative of an ethnic identity, or merely a the presence of the two distinctive forms
political or commercial identity? Ethnic typical of this hegemony—the Shallow
identities are particularly difficult to address Carinate Bowl, and the Amphora (see Porter
conclusion. Based on recent data, the ceramic
province indicated by his forms is now more

Vos and Romanucci-Ross 1995), and are no
less of a problem here. Early on, Albert
Jamme described his notion of the migration
of the ancient South Arabian script into the
region. He went even further to suggest that
its earliest inhabitants were Sabaeans, and
their language was Sabaic (Jamme 1955). For

11

Can we say categorically that the presence
of this corpus constitutes evidence of Sabaean
colonization, or does it represent an expansion
of its political influence or even its commercial
noted the content and distribution of interests? Extensive compositional analyses
and studies of manufacturing methods must
Bayyin, one of the two Sabaean “confederators” be applied to corpora throughout the region
who caused some part of the structures at
11 However, Sedov’s Cooking Pot is not the type

Ocean, and that Sabaean colonies arose across

represent the local substrate. For the Sabaean and

is unlikely to be resolved soon, due to some
problems encountered with epigraphic data

has a more restricted occurrence, concentrating
province of the Hemispherical Cooking Bowl as

Furthermore, kingdoms are organic sociopolitical entities, expanding and contracting

common in the western hinterland of South Arabia.
regions will be dealt with in a forthcoming article.
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before we can answer this question. contained within the “pottery equals people”
Furthermore, detailed studies of the contextual hypothesis, and what are the other criteria we
associations of the corpora are necessary
roots the assertion that some aspect of material
before we can interpret those data.
Can we argue that there is a culture denotes a specific culture. Peter Parr
contemporaneous development undertaken by (1978), discussing the pottery corpus that
all of the kingdoms surrounding the Ramlat most archaeologists working in the Levant
recognize as highly distinctive and thus
representing an expanded ceramic province? reflecting its makers, Nabataean wares, aptly
Again, the necessary compositional analyses cautions against this hypothesis where pottery
and studies of manufacturing methods must in the ancient Near East is concerned. He
first be undertaken before this question can be notes that the distribution of their painted
resolved. It is possible that extensive copying wares does not necessarily correlate with what
of pottery forms took place once influence we know of the extent of the Nabataean state,
nor with other distinctive forms of their
also possible that itinerant potters were active material culture. Other factors, including
in the region at various points of time, thus chronological development, copying and
carrying with them their potting traditions as transference of technology as well as exchange
they wandered from village to village, city to networks and consumer tastes, must also be
considered. Hence, the distribution of any
city.
pottery, by itself, may not necessarily correlate
Will the impressions we have gleaned
with the presence of an ethnic community or a
from an archaeological typology for the region
geopolitical entity. Other data besides those
be supported when we examine the potting
cited by Parr are also necessary to consider.
traditions to critically assess the ceramic
In the case of South Arabia during the early
first millennium B.C., the category of
debate, as the classification and typological
inscriptions is perhaps the most significant
systems used by different projects and
and useful. With the efforts of the Corpus of
archaeologists do indeed yield different results
South Arabian Inscriptions (http csai.
h umnet.u nipi.it csai h tml index . html)
launched by the Italian Mission, this issue
Adams 1991). Archaeologists still need to
may be possible to address in the near future.
seek a greater degree of homogeneity in
description and analysis, and thus the
classification schemes and typologies they CONCLUSIONS
create.
now demonstrate the ceramic province, as
indicated by the Shallow Carinate Bowl and

How can we best examine the ethnic
community associations for South Arabia
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other forms such as the Amphora, extended all examination to include other material culture
associations. We will then be in a position to
go beyond building hypotheses.
of whether or not this ceramic province
extends further north and west must remain
hypothetical.
In the case of Dhofar, however, we can
accept Sabaean commercial and technological
influence, yet we must leave to hypothesis the
presence of Sabaeans during the early first
millennium B.C. For now, we can accept a
commercial link sometime between the 6th
eastern extension of Hadramitic influence and
the minor coastal communities in Dhofar such
as we have uncovered in Mughsayl, and at
sites in the hinterland such as Shisur. Just
how extensive and where other such contact
may be found remains to be seen.
Some of the criteria that are necessary to
examine the association between ceramics
and ethnicity are the ceramic province of
individual wares, and for entire assemblages.
archaeological typology and apply technical
analyses to determine the potting traditions
involved. We need to examine the linkages
with other categories of artifacts, especially
inscriptions, both on pottery and from contexts
that are archaeologically related to the pottery.
We must consider the relationships and
contextual associations of the texts and other
forms of material culture. We must create a
hierarchical scale assessing the integrity and
content of the categories we use in our
analysis. And, we should also broaden our
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An Olive Press from Jifna
AN OLIVE
PRESS FROM JIFNA1
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Abstract: This study deals with an oil press from the early Ottoman period found inside a hall

building in Jifna village north of Ramallah. The hall building (22m x 7.8m-8m) was founded
in the Crusader period to serve for economic and feudal activities and reused in the early
Ottoman period as olive plant and continued till the end of the British Mandate. The Ottoman
archaeological findings are an olive press with two complete crushing installations and a
squeezing installation erected inside this Crusader hall building. The building which is locally
known as El-Badd or El-Bobariyye and the press installations inside it, were restored and
rehabilitated by the Palestinian Department of Antiquities and Al-Funoon Architectural Center
in Ramallah between 1996 and 1998.

This paper deals with an oil press from
the early Ottoman period erected inside a
Crusader building in Jifna village. The
Palestinian General Department of Antiquities
initiated the archaeological clearance work
and removed part of the fill from the hall

building during the Emergency Clearance
Campaign of the Archaeological Sites in
1996. Then the work was completed during
another project called Rehabilitation of Jifna
Old City which had been carried out jointly by
Al-Funoon Architectural Center in Ramallah

1

1 The village of Jifna map reference 170/152 is located about 25km. north of Jerusalem, on the crossing point of
the Via Aelia Capitolina (Jerusalem) to Neapolis (Nablus), with E-W branch that connected with a cross road
the Trajan road from Antipatris (Ras El-ein) – Gophna (Jifna), from the coast to the highland, it ran from
Antipatris, through Ramfthis (Rantees), Abud (<Abud), Berzetho (Bir Zeit), and from Ramfthis another branch
is connected to Diospolis (Lydda) (Abel, 1967 II:225); Cf. Guérin 1969 I:28-32. The site was known in the
Classic periods as Gufna, Gufnith and Gufnin. A name derived from the Semitic gpn “vine, grapevine” (Levy
1924 I: 352). It is the Gophna of Josephus Wars 1:45, 3:55; Jafinia of Ptolemy Geographia 4:16; Eusebius
Onomasticon 26:2, 74:2, 168:16; Pliny Naturalis Historia 5:15, 30; and Jafenia of the Crusaders (cf. Boas
1995:259) and of the Peutinger Tables, Miller 1962:13 and sheet 10; cf. also Conder - Kitchener 1883 SWP
III:294,323, 437-38.
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and the Palestinian Youth Union in summer of
1998 and sponsored by the Spanish Solidaridad
Internacional. During the project the fill from
inside the architectural complex including the
hall building that contains the olive press was
cleaned up. The project goals were to study
the function of the complex and the olive
press installations inside the hall building, to
restore and to rehabilitate the whole complex
in order to reuse it as a youth center. In both
projects I worked as a field supervisor for the
archaeological clearance works, thus the
presented data and the description are based
on my observations.

complex3. The hall building which seems to
be of a single period has completely been
preserved and its general state is quite good
(Benvenisti 1982:147). It has a rectangular
shape and the measurements which were
made during the fieldwork showed 22m x
7.8m-8m.4 The outer facades are built of
roughly dressed rectangular and square hard
local limestone arranged in regular courses,
while windows were built of fine ashlars.

The ceiling is a great barrel-vaulted with
the height of 6.8m starting from the bedrock.
Two kinds of vaults are employed in the hall;
one wide barrel vault occupies the large
The main findings of the archaeological western part of the ceiling. It is built by using
clearance are an early Ottoman olive press the step technique (cf. Ellenblum 1992:172).
with two crushing installations and a squeezing These kinds of ceilings were commonly used
installation inside a Crusader hall building. in the rural areas of Palestine during the
The construction locally called El-Badd and
sometimes El-Bobariyya2 is a hall house 3 A fortified complex located in the lower part of the
building located in the north range of the Jifna
village from the Crusader period was built in
nucleated plan by which a group of rooms and
houses encircling a courtyard were erected. It is
2 The word El-Badd in the local colloquial is borrowed

composed of two floors, and three floors in some
areas. It contains 13 rooms, stairs, a jail, 2 hall house

press” (Smith 1985:35) and indicates an ancient
indoor olive press either in a cave or in a building;
the idea of making an indoor olive press was made to
protect the olive product, workers and animals from
rain and cold and to work at night by the aid of
lamplight because the pressing season takes place in
winter (Barghouthi 2001:124). The El-Bobariyyæ is
an Arabized form of the Latin bovaria/boveria and
Old French Boverie which was introduced to the area
by the French Crusaders during the Crusader period
and it means a place to host working animals such as
cows, oxen, mules and horses, or a farm (Benvenisti
1982:132, 147; cf. also Benvenisti 1970:238). The
word Boverie is singular feminine and means
„Rinderstall cattle stable/stall“ Tobler-Lommatzch
2002:1102. For the meaning farm see Roehricht 1961
Glossarium p. 513.

buildings, 2 olive presses, 2 water reservoirs and a
central courtyard with monumental gate. The
architectural complex 37m N-S x 30m E-W which is
also called El-burj (tower) can be classified as manor
house of courtyard building type which was used as
residence place of the Frankish landlords or their
caretakers and for manorial activities. For more see
Pringle 1997:11,14 and no 118, plates xlvi-xlvii, map
8; Ellenblum 1998:135-136,239 and figure 20; Boas
1995:285-59 and figure 244-45; 1998:152-53. I
would like to thank the architect Isabel Camacho
Garcia for the drawing up the plans.
4 According to Pringle 1997:57 the measurements are
23.3m x 7.4m, the thickness of the walls ranges from
2.1m-2.4m. Cf. also Pringle 1992:147; or 28m x 8m
(Smail 1933:85).
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Crusader period. The barrel vault is a complete
arch supported by two walls; therefore it
would be difficult to make an opening or an
entrance in it, because the pressure is based on
the two walls, the walls should be thick in
order to carry this pressure (Boas 1995:98). In
order to make an opening in one of the two
walls of the arch that form the barrel vault,
another vault known as a groin vault5 should
be done; that’s why a groin vault (second
vault) was made in the eastern part of the hall
just over the original entrance.6 The former
plaster of the ceiling was composed of lime,
sand, ash, soil, and some crushed pottery
sherds.7 The floor of the hall before cleaning
was fully covered by two layers of 80cm of
sand, brown soil and mixed fill levelled over
the flat bedrock.

in the mountainous area or brought from
special quarries in the surroundings (cf. Boas
1995:89-90). The building technique used in
the walls is usually two rows of fieldstone
courses, with a fill of mortar and small rough
stones in between (cf. Boas 1995:96). The
height of the walls is 5m.9 At the height level
2.7m the south and north walls show protrusive
shelves or steps of 20cm opposite to each
other. From this point upwards both walls
begin to curve and then meet to form a barrel
vault. Steps10 on both walls and opposite to
each other were made at the level of the
beginning of the springing of the arches.
These were used instead of the putlog holes
technique (cf. Ellenblum 1992:172). Such
building technique is also used in some rooms
in the complex just south of the hall building.

The walls of the hall building have a
thickness which ranges from 2.1m-2.4m
(Pringle 1997:57; 1992:147). The north, south
and west wall-faces are built directly on the
vertically straight-cut bedrock8 and constructed
of roughly dressed, hard rectangular and
square limestone which are found abundantly

The main and former entrance to the hall
building approximately 3m width with an arch
was situated on the southern wall and leads to
the courtyard of the complex. After installing
the olive press inside the hall, this entrance
was closed and provided with a niche and
reused as holder of an oak trunk served as a
press beam. Two large windows built of fine
5 These kinds of vaults are commonly attested in the ashlars with pointed arches are made in both
Crusader buildings; it was not brought by the west and east walls, the eastern window is
Crusades but also used in the Mamlouk and Ottoman enlarged, provided with 5 steps and reused as
houses (Boas 1995:85).
a door. It is the single and present-day access
6 The barrel vault usually used to roof the rectangular

spaces while the groin vault has been used to roof the
squared spaces, and both can be used in the same

9 6m (Boas 1995:259).
10 We did not find the square putlog holes technique
which was used in the walls of the arch to hold the
wooden framing, they either had usually been
closed by plaster after finishing the construction of
the vault (Boas 1995:98), or not exited at all and
replaced by using step technique (Ellenblum
1992:172).

building (Boas 1995:97).
7 This was replaced by a modern plaster layer 10-15cm
of white cement and red sand which has been made
by the Palestinian Department of Antiquities in 1996.
8 This has been proved by finding the bedrock in
square 1 beside the southern former entrance and
square 2 in the northwest corner of the hall building.
8
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The building can be classified as hall
house which was typical in the urban as well
as rural areas. Basically it is composed of one
hall (one floor) or hall which occupies the
largest part of the building ground floor where
activities were daily carried out (Boas
1995:29). The function of this building before
becoming an olive press was understood as
Bobariyya, a building which designates a
farm or an ox-shed or a place to host working
and productive animals that were used
intensively in cultivation13 (Benvensiti
1982:132-135). This assumption was made
because the hall building is called Bobariyya
among the local inhabitants, and because
other similar buildings in Palestine like that
one in the neighboring town of Bir Zeit were
assigned as Bobariyya. During our digging
and clearance work in the hall building, we
actually found no indications of hosting
animals. Except for a single modern manger
or trough built over the surface of the leveled
fill we neither found any old trough, nor
fodder remains nor animal dung remains, we
even did not find any animal stalls or any
other indication for keeping working animals
although we had reached bedrock in three
areas we dug. This might reject the assumption
that the building was used as place to host
working and productive animals.

which also leads to street running eastwards
through the village.11 (Cf. also Boas 1995:259).
The eastern part of the hall building from
inside is modified where a ground small room
and filled terrace have been added. The eastern
window was enlarged and transformed to an
entrance when an olive press installation
working by rotating technique was installed
inside (Pringle 1997:57). Nowadays it contains
an olive press (the so-called northern press
with 2 crushing installations).
The Date and Function of the Hall
Building
Many building techniques employed
suggest the Crusader origin of the hall
building12 like 1. The step technique or
protrusive shelves, these were spaces about
20cm in width and occupy the upper part of
the north and south walls inside the hall to
bearing the lower wooden scaffolds which
carry the vault. 2. The vertically straight-cut
bedrock beneath the foundations of the north
and south walls of the hall building, this
technique is also used in the caravansary
(Khan) of Al-Birah. 3. Supposedly the
existence of the putlogs in the upper part of
the north and south walls, the putlog are
rectangular holes 20 x 30cm were left in the
walls opposite to each other on a certain
height of the vault arch to hold the heads of
the upper wooden scaffolds that carry the
vault.

13 Benvensiti 1982:135-152 and fig. 1 listed ten sites
having Crusader ruins and buildings with different
size, plan, function in several villages and towns in
Palestine who are bearing the nomenclature
Bobariyya where the term was originally meaning
farm or ox-shed and then developed to indicate the
whole site.

11 In the eastern end of the north wall there is a closed
arch. It might have been an opening (window or
door) leading to northeast area outside of the hall.
12 For the features of the Crusader architecture see
Ellenblum 1992:168-192
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Photo 1. Building hall (el-baad) from inside SW during cleaning showing
the press installation.

It is very unlikely that such a huge
building with a surface of 22m x 7.8m, was
built only to host animals used in cultivation
and in other agricultural activities. It is
possible that the building was founded and
used for economic activities like commercial
center, public place for storing agricultural
products or for feudal activities from Crusader
period but then reused as an olive press in the
Ottoman period. It is known that most of the
Crusader buildings in Palestine have either
religious or military function; some other few
were built for the Frankish landlords most
probably for manorial use (Smail 1933:8585). The complex of Jifna to which the hall
building belongs is originated in a Crusader
manor house settlement and might be the
resident place of a Frankish14 landlord called

Raiumundus de Jafenia15 (Benvenisti
1970:240; Ellenblum 1998:55, 136 and no 40)
who appears as a last witness in a royal
document from Acre dated to the sixth of Feb.
1182 A.D. (Roehricht 1961 I no 613; Pringle
1993:279).

14 For more on the Frankish isolated dwellings see
Ellenblum 1998 part III; for manor house in Jifna
see Benvenisti 1970:234, 238-240; Bagatti
2002:135-140; Benvenisti 1982:147 figs. 16-18;
Pringle 1992:148-1499; Boas 1995:298-302;
1998:152-153.

15 See R. Roehricht, Geschichte des Koenigsreichs
Jerusalem 1100-1291 1898 Innsbruck; and ZDPV
10:195-344); Warren and Conder 1882-1884 SWP
III:437-38; Johns 1937:31; Kallai in Kochavi
1972:174-75 no 73 (Hebrew); Benvenisti 1982:147.

The change in the building function from
a commercial or storing center to an oil
production center containing an olive press
was probably made after a gap of time during
which a fill accumulated inside the building.
To fit with the new usage of the building as an
olive plant, many architectural modifications
have been added. It is difficult to locate the
time of doing these divisions but it was
probably in the early Ottoman or pre-Ottoman
period. These modifications were added when
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Fig. 1. Top plan for the building hall (el-baad) from inside, showing squares, crushing and squeezing
installations, paved floor, press beam, and oil basin

the hall has functioned as an olive press. They
included closing the southern entrance of the
hall and placing the pressing beam in it, and
converting the eastern window of the hall
building to a door. The fill in the west part of
the hall was impossible to remove but it was
rather leveled over the rocky floor, then press
installations were erected. On the east part of
the hall building a ground room, fill terrace,
stairs and passageway were built.

Filled corner: the northeast corner of the
hall just north of the ground room was
filled up with pressed earth and small
rough stones in a form of a terrace. This
was designated to carry a second crushing
installation and to facilitate an access to the
hall.
Stairs and passageway: 5 stairs were built
inside the current door in the east (formerly
the eastern window) to lead to the filled up
area (figure 2), and other 5 stairs leading
from the filled up area to a passageway
which was built of one course and of one
row of stones with length 7.20m height
50cm and was discovered in the northern
part of square 1. The passageway extends
from the stairs of the filled up area and runs
westwards to the crushing area and serves
as a passage to enable people, laborers and
working animals that power the mill to
reach and to work at the crushing and
pressing areas.

A ground room: small room 4.4m x 3.12m
with door in the west was added in the
southeast corner of the hall. The ceiling is
a barrel vault and plastered, its roof is
paved with rectangular slabs and its floor
was not reached by the clearance team
because of the thick fill inside it. The
function of this room is still unknown but
most probably was to store the olives
harvest while waiting pressing or for the
use of the olive press workers.

8
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Fig. 2. East and West interior facades of the building hall (el-baad)

The Olive Press Installations

enlarged to 7m x 3.5m and other remains like
The hall building contains an olive press, a paved floor, a second oil basin/vat beside the
some of its components like pressing beam, stairway, a screw weight, a passageway and a
two crushing installations, one in the divider wall were uncovered.
northeastern corner and the other with a
A comparison with ethnographic evidence
rotating stone in the western part of the hall, and detailed different techniques of crushing
were visible before digging and cleaning but and pressing of olives from Sebaste, Nablus,
others needed to be unearthed in order to draw Hebron, Ramallah and other Palestinian
up a detailed picture of how the press was villages (Dalman 1928-1942 4:216-220 and
operated. The archaeological work aimed at plates 50, 52, 57-61) led us to understand how
removing the fill from inside the hall and the press was operated and to do the following
making three trial trenches with the intension analysis.
to uncover the rest of the oil press installations
The Crushing Installations
and to reach the floor of the hall.
The hall building contains two crushing
Square 1: In front of the former entrance of
installations; 2 based circular crushing basins;
the hall and under the press beam a square of
one, west crusher with its rotating stone
2m x 2m was opened and some installations
located in the middle of the hall and a second,
belonging to the squeezing process like the
east crusher basin situated over the filled area
collecting oil basin/vat and the basket base
in the northeast corner, its rotating stone was
were distinguished. The square was then
rolled to the hall. Both crushers were in
8
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bedrock as proved by digging in square 3,17
and composed of 4 courses of rough stones
and mud with height of 1.2m. The crushing
basin was encircled by a treading floor
supported by a divider wall: a rectangular
floor 5.5m x 4m of pressed soil and small
round stones encircling the crushing
installation was found. This was the ground
over which a man or an animal turning the
rotating crusher stone used to walk. It is
supported from east by a divider wall18
3.5m length and 80cm height, built of two
courses and one row of stones without
mud. It runs from south to north and
functioned as an interval wall which
separates the crushing area from the
pressing area to ensure clean pressing.

operation to feed the press beam during
process of pressing olives.

Photo 2. West crushing installation inside the
building hall (el-baad) after restoration

West crushing installation: (photo 2) a
large circular basin (oil mill, based wheel
stone) cut from a single block of hard
limestone and brought to the hall with a
diameter of 2m,16 and thickness of 40cm, it
is a circular platform with a shallow
depression, a coarse or punctuated surface
with 10-12cm projecting rim to help in
crushing the olives. In the center of it there
is a carved circular socket with diameter of
20cm to hold a vertical axle or central
pivot, which rotates within the circular
socket. The lower end of this pivot inserted
into the circular socket cut in the crushing
basin while its upper end was fitted into or
rotating within a hole in an upper horizontal
beam. This beam which is now missing
was passing over the whole installation and
its both ends were fixed in both north and
south walls of the hall building. The
crushing basin is based over a cylindrical
installation which is built direct over the

Rotating crushing stone: this is a circular
stone with punctuated and coarse surface
cut in form of a thick disk with diameter of
1.2m and a thickness of 40cm. It was
positioned perpendicular to the crushing
basin (now laid aside). In its center a
square hole 20 x 20cm was carved through
which a horizontal crosspiece/shaft of
wood goes. One end of the horizontal
crosspiece or wooden shaft was fitted into
the square hole at the center of the rotating
crusher stone and connected in the vertical
axle that already fixed in the circular
17 This means that the press with all its installation
was inserted into the hall after the fill has been
levelled.
18 It is worthy to say that both the crushing floor and
paved floor of the pressing area were always left
clean after completing pressing, because we found
no single cultural objects or any pottery sherds

16 2.4 m diameter according to Pringle 1997:57.

there.
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socket in the center of the crusher basin,
while the other end was left free to serve as
a handle to turn the rotating crushing stone
and to be powered by an animal19 or by a
human laborer. When a man or an animal
harnessed to the crosspiece/wooden shaft,
the crosspiece20 turns around the crushing
basin, the rotating crusher stone begins to
turn horizontally above the crushing basin
and rotates vertically around its own axis
thus crushes the olives.

wooden shaft was probably short and an
animal powering the mill would have been
used to turn the shaft.

East crushing installation: (Photo 3) a
circular basin stone with 1.5m diameter
was erected over the pressed filled up area
(a terrace like) in the north eastern corner
of the hall, in the centre of this crusher
basin there is a circular socket 20cm in
diameter with remains of the lower end of
a wooden central pivot or axle. Its rotary
stone was found in the fill in the hall, its
wooden shaft and the upper horizontal
beam which was probably fixed in the
walls of the corner were missing. This
installation was encircled by a pressed
floor of small stones. The space between
the crushing basin installation and the
walls of the corner of the hall is more than
2m, accordingly the horizontal crosspiece/

Photo 3. East crushing installation inside the
building hall (el-baad) after restoration

The Squeezing Installation
It consists of press beam, pressing board,
transversal beam, two oil basins, basket base,
a paved floor and screw weight stone.
The press beam: (Photo 4) it is a massive
oak trunk slightly crooked with 7m length;
it is fixed in a niche built into the southern
wall of the hall (formerly the main entrance
of the hall). The southern end of this beam
40cm in diameter is held by a piece of
wood which serves as a fulcrum: it is also
an oak stem length 1.30cm and diameter
74cm inserted or held transversally in a
niche built into the south wall of the hall to
anchor the southern end of the press beam
and to prevent raising or moving it when
the northern end of the press beam pulled
down during pressing process (cf. Avitsur
1994:113 figs. 112, 113). The northern end
of the press beam is 20-25cm in diameter
and it raises now about one meter over the

19 Like mule, horse or camel, these were used to turn
the crusher rotating stone if the installation was big,
when it was a small a donkey could be used, in all
cases the animal was blindfolded to avoid dizziness
(Avistur 1994:110).
20 None of all of these crosspieces/wooden shafts has
been found, but we describe them based on the
holes carved in the crushing stones centres found in
the fill and on parallels from an olive press in the
south range of the complex.
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squared slab 60cm x 59cm built vertically
to serve as supporter wall from south.
Above this base the tire-shaped baskets
probably made of straw, or palm fibers or
woven goat hair with diameter of 60cm21
filled with the crushed olives are to be
placed.

paved floor. We were unable to define if
the northern end of the press beam had an
artificial fork, where 2 logs/stems were
nailed in it, or two parallel wooden planks
were nailed in it, because we have found
square holes 10 x 10cm in it, we may
suggest that in these holes the two parallel
wooden planks affixed, and a screw which
is now missing was installed between
them.

Pressing board: a rectangular wooden
board 90 x 30cm is attached to the southern
lower side of the press beam. It has a
smooth surface but slightly punctuated, its
function is to come up at the topmost
basket placed beneath it and to make equal
pressure exerted by the press beam on the
baskets and the olive mash they contain Photo 4. The beam press with screw weight after
when the northern end of the press is restoration
screwed/drawn down.
Oil basin/vat: (Photo 5) it is an oval basin
with diameter 60cm, depth 84cm, partially
dug in the bedrock. Its upper part is built of
stones and plastered. The basin has a rim of
25cm height and connected to two channels
running from basket base from south
direction. The function is to gather the
dripped oil which was flowing from the
pressed baskets.
The basket base: (Photo 6) this is a raised Photo 5. oil basin below the southern end of the
stone platform built in form of a chair beam.
composed of two slabs, firstly a smooth
slab 80cm x 44cm, built like a niche inside
the southern of the hall and under the 21 Cf. Hestrin -Yeivin 1977:31; they were seasonally
renewed. The old ones were soaked and boiled in
southern end of the press beam and directly
hot water to minimize the absorption of the oil
beside the oil basin/vat. The other slab is a
when they were reused for pressing oil for the soap
industry (Avistur1994:115).
9
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mortises carved in a trapezoidal form each
pair opposite to each other. Two of them
have a depth of 32cm, width of 16cm, and
the other two have a depth of 40cm, width
10cm (cf. Dalman 1928-1942 4 figs. 57,
60, 61). Those were carved to secure the
attachment of the screw. The base of the
screw was fitted in the socket with a
wooden collar that permitted the screw to
rotate without coming out of the socket of
the screw weight. Wooden pieces held by
dovetail mortises in the four sides of the
screw weight forming collar around the
neck of the lower end of the screw allowing
the screw to rotate without coming out of
its socket (Avitsur 1994:120 fig. 121), (cf.
also Frankel 1992:48).

Photo 6. oil basin with the basket base below the
southern end of the beam press

A second oil basin/vat: located in the
northeast corner of the hall and beside the
western wall of the fill terrace beside the
ground small floor, it is on the north - south
access 2m x 40cm and is plastered from
inside. This basin was used in secondary
station of refining oil when the first basin
was filled up with oil.

Screw weight: (Photos 7,8) it is a cylindrical
stone with diameter of 92cm and height
about one meter safely embedded in a pit in
the original floor of the hall. It was directly
situated under the northern end of the press
Photo 7. Screw weight as found during cleaning,
beam. It has a central socket and four
external mortises type (cf. Frankel
1994:53). In the center of its upper surface
there is a hewn circular hole with depth of
29cm and diameter of 26cm. This socket
was carved to hold the base or the lower
end of the screw.22 In the outer edges of
this screws tone there are four external

22 The screw is missing, it was probably made of oak
wood and provided with threads.

Photo 8. Northern end of the beam and screw
weight
9
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baskets with the olive mash can be piled one
upon the other above the basket base and
below the pressing beam to a height of 1.5m.
At this moment the labor turn screw so the
northern end of the pressing beam goes down,
thus exerting a direct and constant pressure
over the piled baskets and squeezing. Then the
oil begins to drip down from the baskets and
flow down through the two small channels
and gathered in oil basin. When the dripping
of oil into the basin was completely finished
the northern end of the press beam was
screwed/drawn up, and the baskets were
removed emptied from olive residue.24

Paved floor of the pressing area: a
paved floor 7m x 3.5m was uncovered at
level of 80cm beneath the fill (fig. 1). It is
paved with multi shape slabs rectangular,
square and circular; its surface inclines
5cm towards south in the direction of the
oil basin and encircles the oil basin from
three sides. This slight slope was designed
to ensure gathering the scattered and
rolled olives from the pressing area around
the oil basin. It functioned to guarantee
space for workers in the pressing area and
to prevent any contamination of the oil
production.

Separation process: The mixed oil remains
in the oil basin (and sometimes taken to a
The type of the oil press we have is a
second basin when this was filled) until the
lever-and-screw press,23 the pressing
solid refuse and water, basket fibers, or dark
technique used was turning the screw, making
watery lees get sank and the oil floats on top
a direct pressure and squeezing.
to be scooped out and taken for consumption,
Crushing process: a quantity of washed fresh sale or storing.
olives is spread within the crushing basin; the
According to the local inhabitants, the
animal harnessed to the horizontal crosspiece/
press was abandoned around 80 years ago
wooden shaft of the rotating crusher stone
which suggest that it has been serving the
begins to move around the crushing basin thus
people of Jifna for hundreds of years. This
turns the rotating circular stone. By this
press and the press in the south wing25 of the
regular
continuous
movement
and
unidirectional rotation of the rotary olive
24 Sometimes the residue was re-squeezed or heated
crusher the fresh olives become crushed.
to gain more oil of less quality (Avitsur 1994:114).
During crushing a man with trowel or spade 25 The south olive press (photo 10) is situated in a hall
in the ground floor of the south wing of the
like tool pushes the olives in front of the
complex. This is the ground floor of El-Burj
rotating crushing stone.
The Press Operation

(Tower) building which is composed of three stories
but partially collapsed by snow in 1994. This
facility has been founded in the Ottoman period and
continues in use until the end of the last residential
occupation, about 60 years ago. It might have been
erected after the abandonment of the northern press.
The press contains crushing basin, and rotating
stone with the wooden horizontal shaft that allows

Squeezing process: After being crushed the
olive mash is to be removed from the crushing
basin and put in baskets. Up to 10 filled

23 See Frankel 1997:74-75 and fig. 1C.
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development. There are not evidences that
allow rejecting that the previous importance
of the production conditioned its passing
through Jifna.

complex prove that the industrial production
of olive oil in Jifna which might go back, at
least to the Crusader period. The data of the
current production are not known, but the
village owns a medium sized olive grove and
the olive trees continue being integral part of
the landscape of Jifna and were served by two
presses. The advantageous location of the
Jifna on the foot of ancient Roman roadway26
whose remains still can be seen between Jifna
and Bir Zeit could favour this economical
the turn, and an upper wooden beam connected in
the two walls of the hall. The crushing installation
is (photo 10) similar to an example from Dura
El-Qare’ (cf. Frankel 1994:30 and figs. 20, 21), (cf.
Dalman 1928-1942 4 fig. 52). Its crushing basin
was built of rectangular blocks of stone or slabs
formed in a circle of 2.4m in diameter. It seemed
difficult to bring a big monolith through the door of
the hall, and it means that the press was erected
after the hall was built thus the monolith was
impossible to pass through the door. Instead of a
socket cut in the centre as the case of the of
monolith crushing basin in the northern press the
crushing basin of this press has a protruding stone
sleeve at top centre with a socket in its centre to
accommodate the lower end of the central axle. The
crushing basin had a rim 10cm height around its
perimeter to prevent olive from falling out during
crushing process. A horizontal upper beam 7m long
was fixed in the west east walls of the hall and to
hold a pivot 2m height in place. The crushing
rotating stone is seen in perpendicular to the
crushing basin is 1.2m in diameter with horizontal
wooden shaft for turning it. In contrast to the
traditional press beam as in the northern press a
modern iron machinery press installation (cf.
Avitsur 1994:1003 fig 103) was introduced for
squeezing the olive mash. The state of conservation
of the machinery is excellent and it was in operation
until 1950s.
26 East of the complex there are ruins of Byzantine
olive presses. Indication that oil production in Jifna
goes back at least to this period.

Photo 9. Southern press in a hall in the southern
wing of the complex.

Photo 10. Mechanical presser in the southern
press.

Square 2: In the northwest corner of the hall
building a square 2 x 2m and 80cm in depth
was opened to reach the bedrock and to
investigate the existence of any cultural
activities carried out there. We found the
following:
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A vertically straight-cut rock of 50-55cm
depth made under the lower courses of the
west and the northern walls of the hall.
Bedrock: it is a hard and flat limestone
rock with wet surface slightly inclining
towards the east and south.
A canal dug (photo 11) in the bedrock
alongside the northern and western sides of
the square and parallel to the foundations
of the northern and western wall of the
hall. The canal extends 2m length in the
west, 2m in the north, 15-20cm width and
5cm depth. It runs from east to west and
curves with the northwest corner of the
hall. It was dug parallel to the north and
west walls of the hall but we found a
section of 2m from it. The gradient of the
canal southwards is nearly 5cm and
continues beneath the fill supposedly
reaching the southwest corner of the hall.
The canal belongs to the period in which
the building was still used for economic
activities, thus most probably the Crusader
period. Its function was surely to draw up
leaked winter water from spaces between
the courses of the northern and western
walls of the hall and drain it to outside the
hall through a hole located in the southwest
corner of the hall. By this means the hall
and its floor could be protected from water
especially when economic and agricultural
activities whether storing of products or
pressing of olives had been performed.

Photo 11. A canal dug in the rock in the NW
corner of the building hall (el-baad)

Square 3: It is located on the western side of
the treading floor, parallel to the southern wall
of the hall, 2m x 2m, it was made to explore
the bedrock alongside the south wall. We
found a hard limestone rock in two natural
levels: a lower level just beside the southern
wall with a depth of 1.25m below fill surface.
We also recognized the foundation of the
south wall which shows that the original
height of this wall when it was built was 5.5m,
and second level or the upper level 80-85cm
depth below the fill surface. West of this
square and over the fill surface there was a
small floor of a manger made of clay 1.5m x
80cm which was used as trough for feeding
working animals, close to it we also found
black pottery sherds.
Results
The fill removed from squares was of
80cm thick and composed of two layers.
First: a thin layer ranging 7-15cm of broken
modern plaster and red sand brought by the
Palestinian Department of Antiquities in
1996 to be placed beneath the pavement
and to isolate the humidity caused by wet
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4-5cm and leads to an opening in the
southwest corner of the hall. It was probably
dug when the building was still functioned
as center of economic activities and it
serves for drawing up the winter water that
infuses from the west and north walls into
the floor and take it out.

fill below as was planned by the Department
of Antiquities. Second: a layer of red
brown soil 50-60cm mixed with scattered
modern pieces of stone, plastic, broken
glass and pottery sherds.27 This fill was
brought into the hall by erosion and
partially by human hands shortly after the
hall building was being abandoned after
the Crusader period and before and after
using it as an olive press.28

The northern and western walls of the hall
building were built directly on vertically
straight-cut bedrock of 50-55cm. This way
of building is also displayed in the
caravansary (Khan) of Al-Birah from the
Crusader period (see square 2). The surface
of the bedrock looked flat therefore it
might have been smoothed or evened to be
used as floor. We were unable to know if
the rocky floor was paved or just evened
and used as it is.

The bedrock was discovered in three areas
with different levels: near the oil basin
(square 1), the northwest corner of the hall
(square 2), and in the west of the crushing
floor or just beside the southern wall of the
hall (square 3). The bedrock here was then
discovered in two levels: first 125cm,
second 85cm below the fill surface.29
A canal (4m length, 15-20cm width, and
5cm depth) was dug in the bedrock
alongside the north and west walls (see
square 2). It inclines towards south about

No architectural remains built over the
bedrock at least in the west half of the hall
were found as was indicated by squares 2
and 3. The small ground room, the filled up
area beside it, the stairs, the passageway,
the press installations, divider wall
supporting the treading floor, and the paved
floor of the pressing area were all added
after the fill was being levelled in the hall
and then the hall use was changed to an
olive press. The crushing stone and its
cylindrical foundation were erected after a
pit of 1.2m depth had been dug in the fill.
The present surface of the treading floor
represents the last phase of use; the fill
color was light brown and less contaminated
with modern cultural pieces, and many
black pottery sherds typical to the late
Ottoman period associated with the last use
of the press were found.

27 Many black pottery sherds known as Gaza ware
and dated to the late Ottoman period have been
found in the fill from square 3 and other areas of the
hall, some few sherds can be dated back to the
Byzantine period but they cannot be used to date the
site because they were brought with fill from the
outside the hall.
28 Large part of this fill was probably eroded from
outside through the door in the upper eastern part of
the hall when the hall after Crusader period was
abandoned. In the period in which the building was
used as an olive press, the accumulated fill was
levelled over the rocky floor of the hall. After the
olive press was completely abandoned some 80
years ago according to the local inhabitants, more
fill and rubbish was brought.
29 The height of the southern wall from the first level
is 2.66m, and from second level is 3.7m.
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The hall building was founded in the
Crusader period to serve for economic and
feudal activities and modified and reused
in the late Mamlouk or early Ottoman
period as olive plant.
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IRBID TELL TOMB
(EXCAVATED IN 1968)*
Irbid Tell Tomb (Excavated in 1968)

Zeidan A. Kafafi

1400 – 1600

1968

Abstract : This study aims at studying a Middle Bronze Age III and Late Bronze Age I (ca. 1600 –
1400 BC) assemblage of pottery vessels excavated in a tomb found at Tell Irbid in 1968. One of the
vessels is imported from Cyprus and dated to the LBI period. To date, a parallel study has been done
with similar assemblages found in the area, and the best came from Tell Abu Al-Kharaz where the
excavator obtained a cluster of C14 dates.
Keywords: Irbid Tomb 1968, Middle Bronze III, Late Bronze Age I, typology. Jordan, Palestine.

Introduction
In the year 1968, two tombs were
uncovered on the ancient Irbid Tell. The
findings of these tombs consisted of imported
and local pottery (These finds are now on
display or stored at the As-Saraya Museum/
Irbid). Registration of the tombs was mixed
so they will be treated together (Kafafi 1977).
Parallels were found in sites in both
Palestine and Jordan. Those from Jordan
(map) are from Qwelbeh (Kafafi 1984), Tell
Irbid (Kafafi and Abu Dalu 2009), el-Husn,
Baq’a Caves, Kataret es-Samra, Sahab,
Tabaqat Fahl (Pella) (Kafafi 1977), Tell Abu
al-Kharaz (Fischer 2006; 2008), and Tell Deir
‘Alla (Kafafi 1977; 2007).Those from
Palestine are from Lachish (Tufnell et al

1958a; 1958b), Hazor (Yadin et al 1958;
1960; 1961), Megiddo (Loud 1948a; 1948b)
and a few from Ain Shems (Beth-Shemsh)
(Grant 1931; 1932; 1933; Grant and Wright
1938) and Tell Beit Mirsim where only MBII
parallels were found (Albright 1932; 1933;
1938).
Good Stratified Parallels were found at
Hazor, in Tomb 9024, Area (D) and Tomb
7021, Area E.
Tomb 9024 in Area D5 consisted of five
strata (Yadin et al 1958a:128); strata 3, 4
produced the comparisons for the finds from
Irbid Tell, 1968. Stratum (5) contained a great
quantity of pottery vessels dating to the MBII
period. Stratum (4) was over Stratum (5)

_______________________________________________

* This paper was first included in the unpblished M.A. thesis entitled "Late Bronze Age Pottery in Jordan. East
Bank" submitted by the author in 1977 to the Department of Archaeology of the University of Jordan. However,
the pottery pots were re-drawn and re-photographed. Unfortunately, we could re-allocate some of the vessels
which were stored at the Irbid Museum in 1977.
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yielded human skeletons with a great amount
of burial furniture and scarabs. These contents
– including the pottery – were dated to the
MBII period.
Over Stratum (4) was Stratum (3) where
LBI material was found just under Stratum (2)
which is considered to date between the end
of LBI and the second half of LBII (Yadin et
al 1958a: 129).
In Area (E) and in Tomb 7021(Yadin et al
1958a: 147-148), the pottery found in the
lowest layer © is on the whole similar to some
of the Irbid Tell pottery vessels. The tomb
consisted of three layers dated to the MBIILBI periods. And it looked as if cistern had
been blocked by the LBII settlers.

10

Strata X, IX and VIII at Megiddo produced
pottery vessels similar to those from Irbid.
Stratum X consisted of MBIII (1650-1550
B.C.) remains, under LBIA Stratum IX (15501479 B.C.). A hoared of gold and ivory
treasure was uncovered in Stratum VIII which
was dated to the LBIB and the beginning of
the LBIIA period (1500-1350 B.C.) (Loud
1948a: 25). In the previous strata the following
dating evidence was found: faience of Sekhmet
or Ptah-Sokar, an amulet in Stratum IX, and
strata X and VII (Loud 1948a: 146-147).
Ain Shems (Beth-Shemsh) Str. IVa and
Tell Beit Mirsim Stratum (D) produced a few
parallels especially for those from the MBIII
period.

Irbid Tell Tomb (Excavated in 1968)

On the East Bank of Jordan, Tabaqat Fahil
(Pella), Tomb 1 at the East Cemetary (Smith
1973:198) and at Jabal el-Jofeh in Amman
produced a large quantity of well stratified
pottery vessels parallel to those from Irbid
Tell (Harding 1953: 14-18).
From the previous parallels and the dating
evidence presented above, the most acceptable
date for the Irbid Tell, 1968 objects is a date
going over the MBIII and the LBIA periods
(1600-1400 B.C.). This is due to the fact that
the surface treatment of the vessels includes
chocolate-on-white and bichrome painted
decorations.
Deep Bowls (1-10)
Eleven deep bowls have been uncovered
in the Irbid Tell, Tomb 1 and were studied in
1977.
Unfortunately, one of them is
misallocated for the present, which means
only ten of them are included in this study.
Most of these bowls have a pinkish white or a
white and pink slip, while some of them are
unslipped (3). The bowls hear neither paint
nor burnishing, and they were made on a slow
wheel. Some of them have surface cracks
(Nos. 2, 5, 7) and black and white inclusions.
Sizes range from small to large. The pink
color is dominant (Nos. 1, 2, 4, 8) while others
have light reddish-brown (3, 5, 6), light brown
(6, 9, 10) and reddish-yellow (7). The ring
bases and the simple rim are dominant.
The parallels for these bowls were found
at many sites in both Palestine and Jordan.
Jabal el-Jofeh and Pella from the East Bank
produced good comparisons for those from
Irbid. The date given to Jofeh and Pella is the
LBIa, and LBIb.

Parallels from Palestine, were found at
Megiddo, Stratum IX and Stratum VIII which
was dated to the LBIa, b (1500-1350 B.C.). In
Hazor, Tomb 9024 Stratum (3) was dated to
the LBI. And good comparisons were found
in this stratum. Also, Lachish Tombs 1552,
119 dated to the MBII-MBIII (1700-1600
B.C.) yielded parallels for those from Irbid.
From the previous facts we can say that
the acceptable date for these bowls is a period
going over the LBIA and LBIB period.
Pedestal Bowls (11-15)
It seems that the manufacture of pedestal
bowls was dominant in the East Bank of
Jordan, because of the large quantity of this
kind of bowl found in Jordan.
The bowls were mostly slipped with
white (Nos. 11, 13, 15), light red and very pale
brown (No. 14) slip.
One of these bowls (No. 14) has two
colors (dusky red, and dark reddish-brown)
which signifies that it is from the end of the
LBI period, while another two bowls (Nos.
11, 15) have a dusky red color but could still
be from the same period. No. 15 has been
burnished by hand. They are mostly of a
wheel made type even slow wheel sometimes
(Nos. 13, 14). These bowls are pink (Nos. 12,
15), light brown (No. 14). Light grey (No. 13),
and white (No. 11) colors. They have black
and white inclusions and range in size between
small and large.
All the bowls have trumpet bases, Nos.
11, 12, 13have simple rims and Nos. 14 has a
triangular rim. The parallels of these bowls
came from Jabal el-Jofeh – Amman and
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Megiddo Stratum IX, Hazor, (Tomb 9024) in
Stratum 3, Gezer cave 10A and Lachish
Fosses Temple in Structure II. These strata in
these sites are mostly considered to be dated
to the LBI and the beginning of the LBIIA,
which shows that this collection is related to
this period.
Carinated Bowls (16-27)
Two kinds of carinated bowls have been
uncovered at Irbid Tell in 1968. The first kind
bears a decoration of chocolate on cream
painting (Nos. 16-19) and could be dated to
the MBIII and the beginning of LBIA periods.
The colors were dusky red (Nos. 16, 17) and
dark reddish brown (No. 18), while No. 19 has
been painted on both exterior and interior with
band circles of a reddish brown color. Similar
bowls to these have been uncovered in the
Amman Citadel (this collection is now on
display at the University of Jordan Museum)
but they are still unpublished. Also, others
could be referred to the same period but are
unpainted. The second type is of LBIa period
and includes bowls Nos. 26-31.
Some of these bowls have been slipped
with white (Nos. 16-18, 22-23) and very pale
brown (Nos. 19, 26) while others (Nos. 20-21,
24, 27) are unslipped. Some of them (Nos.
16-18) have been burnished by hand. They
have been slow wheel made and some of them
have surface cracks (Nos. 20 -22, 25). The
ware of these bowls contains black and white
inclusions of different sizes. And the colors
are pink (Nos. 16-17), very pale brown (No.
18), pale brown (No. 19), pinkish white (No.
21), light brown (Nos. 22-23), light yellowish

brown (No. 24), white (Nos. 25, 27) and light
brownish grey (No. 26).
Some of them are gently carinated while
others have been sharply carinated. (Nos. 1618, 20-21, 26) have ring bases while (Nos. 19,
22-25) have flat ring bases, and all of them
have simple rims.
The parallels for these bowls were found
at Jabal el-Jofeh and the Amman Citadel on
the East Bank. Hazor, Cistern 9024 (Stratum
5) produced parallels dated to the MBII
period, while Cistern 7021 yielded LBI
parallels. Also MBII parallels were found in
Tomb 119 at Lachish. In Megiddo, Strata IX
and VIII also yielded LBI parallels.
From the previous parallels a date of
MBIII-LBI period could be given to this
collection of carinated bowls.
Cooking Pots (28-29)
These pots (Nos. 28-29) are of a slow
wheel made type. No slips, no paint and no
burnishing have been found. No. 28 has a
reddish brown color while No. 29 has a very
pale brown color. Small and medium black
and white inclusions were visible. No. 28 has
a round base while No. 29 has a pointed one.
Bother of them have triangular-rim, and No.
29 is more carinated than No. 28 which has a
slightly round body. These cooking pots have
no handles.
According to the parallels found at
Tabaqat Fahil (Pella), Jabal el-Jofeh, Lachish
Structure I, Hazor Cistern 7021 and Cistern
9024 stratum 5 and at Megiddo in Stratum IX
the date of these cooking pots could be fit
with the end of MBIIC and the beginning of
LBIA.
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Egypt

Pharaohs

MBIII
(ca. 1750 – 1550 BC)

MBIII

15-17 Dynasties

Hyksos
«The 17th Dynasty ruled at
Thebes contemporaneously
with the 15th Dynast of the
Hyksos in the Delta

LBIA
(ca. 1550 – 1490 BC)

LBIA

18 Dynasty

Ahmes – Thotmosis III

LBIB

18 Dynast

Thomosis III

LBIC

18 Dynasty

Amenophis III - Harmhab

LBII

19 Dynasty

Ramses I – Ramses III

LBIB
(ca. 1490 – 1400 B.C)
LBIIA
(ca. 1400 – 1300 BC)
LBIIB
(ca. 1300 – 1200 BC)

Amphorae (30 - 38)
A good collection of LBIA and LBIB
amphoras were uncovered at Irbid Tell, 1968.
These amphoras have been slipped with very
pale brown (Nos. 31, 33), white (Nos. 30, 36
- 38), and reddish brown (No. 35) slips. Some
of them have been painted with two colors
(Nos. 30 - 35) which makes them correspond
to the LBIB period while others (Nos. 37- 38)
have been painted with one color, that we call
chocolate on cream which is of MBIIC
tradition and goes to the LBIA period. Most
of them have been burnished by hand (Nos.
30, 32, 34, 37).
These amphorae have been made with a
wheel. And most of them have surface
cracking (Nos. 31-34, 37-38). The colors
consist of pink (Nos. 31, 34), red (No. 37),
light brown (Nos. 33, 36), very pale brown
(Nos. 35, 38) and light reddish brown (No.
37). Small black and white inclusions were
found.
These amphorae have two loop handles
on the shoulders (Nos. 16-23), while No. 24
has one loop handle and we can consider it to
be a jug. The ring base and the averted rim are
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dominant.
One parallel was found on the west Bank
at Hazor, Area (E) Tomb 7821 and was dated
to the LBIB period. A lot of the same kind
was also found at many sites on the East Bank
such as Qatarat es-Samra, and Qweilbeh.
This makes us to believe that the workshop of
this kind was on the East Bank.
Bilbil (39)
Among the important finds associated
with local pottery is a small Cypriot bilbil,
slipped with a pink slip and painted with
vertical lines of white. It has been burnished
by hand, and is of a hard ware. No inclusions
were visible in the reddish yellow ware. This
bilbil has a ring base and one loop handle.
Most of the parallels found show that this
can be dated to the LBI period (Wazani 1996
“Arabic”).
Biconical Jugs (40 - 43)
Several biconical jugs were encountered
in the ancient Irbid Tell Tombs. Some of them
(Nos. 40-41) were painted with bichrome
colors dark red and dark reddish grey (No. 40)

Zeidan A. Kafafi

or with dark reddish brown with black colors
(No. 41). These paintings consist of band
circles, two lines with dots in between (No.
40) or with human figures (No. 41). The
painted human figure on No. 41 represents a
hunter chasing a lion (cf. the tail which looks
like a tail of a lion).
Some of these jugs were slipped with a
red, or yellowish red or white slip (Nos. 40, 42
respectively), while others are not slipped
(No. 43). Also, those with the slips had been
burnished with a hand burnishing technique
(Nos. 40, 42). All of those jugs are made by
wheel.
Surface crackings are visible on Nos. 42
and 43, while Nos. 41 and 42 have a medium
and dark core. Each jug is a different color.
The colors consist of very pale brown (No.
40), pinkish grey (No. 41), light reddish
brown (No. 42), and light brown (No. 43).
Small, medium and large black and white
inclusions are visible.
Nos. 40, 42, 43 have loop handles and
ring bases. The rims of these jugs are of
triangular everted (No.40), everted (No. 41)
and trefoil (No. 42), types.
Parallels of these biconical jugs were
found at Lachish, Fosse Temple. Structure II
which was dated to ca. 1450-1370 or 1350
B.C. by Tufnell (1958a: 65) and Megiddo,
Stratum VIII dated to ca. 1479-1350 B.C
(Loud 1948a:5).
In Jordan the best parallels are to be found
in the pottery assemblage excavated at Tell
Abu al-Kharaz (Fischer 2006; 2008).
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Dipper Juglets (44 -52)
Nine dipper juglets were found in Irbid
Tell Tomb. Some of these dipper juglets have
been slipped with very pale brown (no. 44),
white (No. 47, 50) and pinkish white slip (No.
52). No burnishing or paint was observed on
these dipper juglets. All of them are of a slow
wheel made. Nos. 47, 48, 49 have surface
crackings. The ware color consists of a light
brownish-grey (No. 44), white (Nos. 45, 49,
51), grey (No. 46), and light yellowish-brown
(No. 47), pale brown (No. 48), light grey (No.
50) and pale yellow (No. 52). Black and
white inclusions are visible on these dipper
juglets. They have trefoil rims and various
bases, i. e.: round pointed (Nos. 50-51), round
(Nos. 44, 48 - 49), flat (No. 45) and pointed
bases.
The parallels of these dipper juglets were
related to MBIII, LBIA and LBIB periods.
Cylinder and Piriform Juglets ( 53- 56)
The cylinder and piriform juglets found
in the ancient Irbid Tell Tomb, 1968 have a
hand burnish, and Nos. 54 and 55 have been
slipped with yellowish red (No. 54) and dark
grey (No. 55) slips. They are all wheel made
and no painting or surface crackings have
been observed. The grayish color of the ware
is dominant, so No. 53 has a grey, Nos. 54 and
55 have light grey and No. 56 has a grayish
brown color. The inclusions consist of black
and white grit of differing sizes. All of them
have triangular rims. The piriform juglet is of
a button base while the cylindrical juglets
have flat (Nos. 54, 56) and flat round (No. 55)
bases.
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These juglets agree with the MBIII and
The terminological and chronological
the beginning of the LBIA period as we see framework of this study is the one in use by
from the parallels found.
scholars studying the Middle and Late Bronze
Ages in South of the Levant. However,
Lamps (57 - 61)
recently P. Fischer (2006: 364) proposed new
Fiver saucer lamps were found in the terms for the Late Bronze Age based on his
same tomb. Three of them have a white slip study of the archaeological excavation at the
Nos. 57, 60 -61 while the others Nos. 56, 59, site Tell Abu-Al-Kharaz. A table is presented
have no slip. They are of a wheel made type. below showing the terminology and
No.58 has surface cracks. The ware of these chronology followed in this article in compare
lamps is of differing colors: white Nos. 57, 61, with Fischer’s proposed one>
light red No. 58, light brown No. 59 and a
To sum up, from the previous parallels
very pale brown, No. 60. Small and medium and the dating evidence presented above, the
black and white inclusions are visible. Nos. most acceptable date for the Irbid Tell, 1968
58 – 61 have round bases while No. 57 has a objects is a date going over the MBIII through
disc base. No flanging has been observed of the LBIB periods (1600-1400 B.C.). This is
these lamps, and they are slightly pinched.
due to the fact that the surface treatment of the
From the parallels found of these lamps vessels includes chocolate-on-white and
the acceptable date for them is of a period bichrome painted decorations. In addition, the
going through the MBIIC up to the LBIB best parallels to our assemblage have to be
periods.
seen in the vessels excavated at Tell Abu
Conclusion
Al-Kharaz and Tabaqat Fahl in Jordan, where
The discussion on the subdivision of the the excavators published a cach of C14 dates
chronology of the entire Middle and Late from the Middle and late Bronze Age levels.
Bronze Ages is beyond the aim of this account Acknowledgment
of study, because it aimed at studying an
Thanks are due to the followings late Dr.
assemblage of pottery vessels dated to the Fawwaz Al-Khreiysheh, former Director
Middle Bronze Age III and Late Bronze Age General of the Department of Antiquities of
I pottery excavated in a tomb found in Irbid Jordan for permitting the author to restudy the
north of Jordan. Moreover, there is no pottery pots assemblage under study. Mr.
representation for all subdivisions of those Ibrahim Zubi, then-Curator of the As-Saraya
two main eras in this pottery collection Museum, and Miss Alia Khasawneh for their
excavated in Irbid Tomb, 1968. However, it great help and assist in preparing the
may be mentioned that the dates attributed to assemblage for study. Sincere thanks are due
the pots are based on a parallel study with to Ali Omari, Dr. Hackmann and Katrin
similar pottery assemblages excavated in both Bastert for drawing the pots and Mr. Yousef
Jordan and Palestine.
Zubi for doing the photography.
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IRBID TELL, 1968
PLATE I
Ser.
No.
1.

Irbid
Mus. No.
1170

Form
Bowl

2.

1196

Bowl

3.

1169

Bowl

4.

1198

Bowl

Description
a)

Surf. Treat.: Slip 7.5 YR 8/2
(pinkish white) no paint, no burnishing.
b) Tech.: wheel made.
c) Ware: No core, no surface cracking
Color: 5 YR 7/2 (pinkish gray)
Incl.: Large white.
Hard.: Hard.
d) Base: Ring.
e) Rim: Simple.
a)
Surf. Treat.: Slip 2.5 YR 8/2 (pinkish
white) no paint, no burnishing.
b)
Tech.: wheel made.
c)
Ware: Firing: Surface crackings.
Color: 5 YR 7/4 (pink)
Incl.: Small and medium
Black and white
Hard.: Medium.
d) Base: Ring.
e) Rim: Simple.
a)
Surf. Treat.: Slip 5 YR 7/3 (pink), No
paint. No burnishing.
b)
Tech.: Wheel made
c)
Ware: Firing: No core, surface crackings
Color: 5 YR 6/4 (light reddish
brown) and large white
Hard.: Medium.
d)
Base: Ring.
e)
Rim : Simple.

a)
b)
c)

5.

1150

Bowl

d)
e)
a)
b)
c)

6.

1227

Bowl

d)
e)
a)
b)
c)

d)
e)

Surf. Treat.: Slip 2.5 YR 8/1 (white)
traces, no paint, no burnishing.
Tech.: Very slow wheel made.
Ware: Firing: Dark core, surface
Crackings.
Color: 7.5 YR 8/2 (pinkish white).
Incl.: Large white.
Hard.: Medium.
Base: Flat ring.
Rim: Simple.
Surf. Treat.: Slip: None, Paint: None,
Burnishing: None.
Tech.: Very slow wheel made.
Ware: Firing: Surface crackings.
Color : 5 YR 6/4 (light reddish
Brown) & large black and
White).
Hard.: Medium.
Base: Ring.
Rim : Simple.
Surf. Treat.: Slip: 10 YR 8/1 (white).
Paint: None, Burnishing: None.
Tech.: Slow wheel made.
Ware: Firing: No surface crackings.
Color: 5 YR 6/3 (light reddish
Brown).
Incl.: Small black and white.
Hard.: Hard.
Base: Ring.
Rim : Simple.

11

Parallels
1) Meg. II, Str. IX,
Pl. 54:12
2) Amman, Jebel el
Jofeh, Fig: 4

Amman, Jebel el- Jofeh, Fig 6:4

1. Haz.
Pl. CXXII:19
2. Pella, Pl. 47:147
3. Jebel el-Jofeh
Fig. 6:15

1. Meg. II,
Str. VIII,
Pl. 61:12

Jebel el-Jofeh
Fig. 6:4

Meg. II, Str. IX
Pl. 54:12
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7.

1167

Bowl

a)
b)
c)

8.

1231

Bowl

d)
e)
a)
b)
c)

d)
e)
9.

1237

Bowl

a)
b)
c)

10.

1168

Bowl

d)
e)
a)
b)
c)

d)
e)
11.

1154

Small bowl

a)
b)
c)

d)
e)
12.

1232

Platter
(pedestal
bowl)

a)
b)
c)

d)
e)

Surf: treat.: Slip: 10 YR 8/1 (white),
Paint: None, Burnishing: None.
Tech.: Slow wheel made, badly warped
Ware: Firing: Medium core,
surface crackings.
Color: 5 YR 6/6 (reddish yellow).
Incl.: Large white.
Hard.: Medium.
Base: Ring.
Rim: Simple.
Surf. Treat.: Slip: 10 YR 8/2 (white)
traces, Paint: None, Burnishing: None.
Tech.: Wheel made.
Ware: Firing: No core, no surface
Crackings.
Color: 5 YR 8/3 (pink).
Incl.: Large black and white.
Hard: Medium.
Base: Ring.
Rim : Simple.

1. Meg. II,
Str. VIII
Pl. 61:14
2. Jabal el-Jofeh
Fig. 6:3

Surf. Treat.: Slip: 10 YR 8/1 (white),
Paint: None, Burnishing: None.
Tech.: Very slow wheel made.
Ware: Firing: No surface crackings
Color: 7.5 YR 6/4 (light brown).
Incl.: Medium black and white.
Hard: Medium.
Base: Rim.
Rim: Simple.
Surf. Treat: Slip: None, Paint: None,
Burnishing: None.
Tech.: Very slow wheel made.
Ware: Firing: No surface crackings.
Color: Exterior: 10 YR 7/4
(very pale brown)
Interior: 10 YR 6/4
(light yellowish brown).
Incl.: Large black and white.
Hard.: Medium.
Base: Flat.
Rim: Simple.

None

Surf. Treat.: Slip: 10 YR 8/1 (white).
Paint: 10 YR 3/3 (dusky red) traces on
the rim, Burnishing: None.
Tech.: Wheel made.
Ware: Firing: No core, no surface
Crackings.
Color: 10 YR 8/2 (white).
Incl.: Large black and white.
Hard: Medium.
Base: High ring.
Rim : Simple.

Meg. II, Str. IX
Pl. 54:14

Surf. Treat.: Slip: 205 YR 6/8 (light red),
Paint: None, Burnishing: None
Tech.: Wheel made
Ware: Dark core, no surface
Crackings
Color:7.5 YR 8/4 (pink)
Incl.: Small black and white
Hard: Medium
Base: Trumpet
Rim: Simple

Meg. II, Str. IX
Pl. 54:14

11

None

1. Lach. IV,
Tomb 119,
Pl. 51: 9,11
2. Meg.II, Str. IX
Pl. 54:2
3. Pella: Tomb 1,
Pl. 47:119

Zeidan A. Kafafi

13.

1229

Pedestal
Bowl

a)

Surf. Treat.:Slip:10 YR 8/1 (white),
Paint: None, Burnishing: None.
b) Tech.: Very slow wheel made
c) Ware: Firing: No core, no surface
crackings
Color: 10 YR 7/2 (light gray)
Incl.: Small black and white
Hard.: Hard
Base: Trumpet
Rim: Simple

1. Meg. II, Str. IX
Pl. 54:17
2. Gezer,
Cave 10A

14.

1157

Pedestal
Bowl

a)

None

15.

1221

Sherd
of a
pedestal bowl

16.

1165

Carinated
Bowl

17.

1226

Carinated
Bowl

18.

1156

Carinated
Bowl

Surf. Treat.: Slip: 10 YR 8/3 (very pale
brown), Paint: 10 R 3/4 (dusky red) and 5
YR 2-5/2 (dark reddish brown),
Burnishing: hard.
b) Tech.: slow wheel made
c) Ware: Firing: No core, so surface
crackings
Color: 7.5 YR 6/4 (light brown)
Incl.: Small and medium white
Hard: Medium
d) Base: Trumpet
e) Rim: Triangular
a) Surf. Treat.: Slip: 10 YR 8/1 (white) trace
on exterior, Paint: m10 YR 3/4 (dusky
red), burnishing: Hard.
b) Tech.: Wheel made
c) Ware: Firing: Dark core, no surface
crackings.
Color: 5 YR 7/4 (pink)
Incl.: None.
Hard: Hard
d) Base: Trumpet (broken)
e) Rim: Missing
a) Surf. Treat.: Slip: 10 YR 8/2 (white),
Paint: 10 YR 3/3 (dusky red), Burnishing:
Hand.
b) Tech.: Wheel made
c) Ware:
Firing: no core, no surface crackings
Color: 6.5 YR 7/4 (pink)
Incl.: small black and white
Hard.: Hard
d) Base: Ring
e) Rim: Simple, gently carination
a)
Surf.: Treat: Slip: 10 YR 8/2 (white),
Paint: 10 YR 3/3 (dusky red), Burnishing:
Hand
b)
Ware:
Firing: No core, no surface crackings
Color: 7.5 YR 7/4 (pink)
Incl.: Small black and white
Hard: Hard
c)
Base: Ring
d)
Rim: Simple. Gently carination
a) Surf. Treat.: Slip: 10 YR 8/2 (white),
Paint: 2.5 YR 3/4 (dark reddish brown),
Burnishing: Hand
b) Tech.: Wheel made
c) Ware:
Firing: No core, no surface crackings
Color: 10 YR 7/3 (very pale brown)
Incl.: Small black and white
Hard.: Hard
d) Base: Ring
e) Rim : Simple, Gently carination
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None

None

None
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19.

1152

Small
Carinated
Bowl

a)
b)
c)

20.

1153

Carinated
Bowl

d)
e)
a)
b)
c)

21.

1224

Carinated
Bowl

d)
e)
a)
b)
c)

22.

1155

Carinated
Bowl

d)
e)
a)
b)
c)

23.

1233

Carinated
Bowl

d)
e)
a)
b)
c)

24.

1156

Carinated
Bowl

d)
e)
a)
b)
c)

d)
e)

Surf. Treat.: Slip: 10YR 7/3 (very pale
brown), Paint: 2.5YR 4/4 on both interior
and exterior. Burnishing: None.
Tech.: Wheel made
Ware:
Firing: No core, no surface crackings.
Color: 10 YR 7/3 (very pale brown)
Incl.: Small black and white
Hard.: Hard
Base: Ring
Rim : Simple. Gently carination
Surf. Treat.: Slip: None, Paint: None,
Burnishing: None
Tech.: Wheel made
Ware:
Firing: No core, no surface crackings.
Color: 5YR 8/4 (pink)
Incl.: Small & medium black & white
Hard: Medium
Base: Ring
Rim: Simple
Surf. Treat.: Slip None, Paint: None,
Burnishing: None.
Tech.: Wheel made
Ware:
Firing: No core, surface crackings
Color: 7.4 YR 8/2 (pinkish white)
Incl.: Small & medium black & white
Hard: Medium
Base: Ring
Rim: Simple. Sharply carination
Surf. Treat.: Slip: 10YR 8/1 (white),
Paint: None, Burnishing: None.
Tech.: Wheel made
Ware:
Firing: Medium core, surface crackings
Color: 7.5 YR 6/4 (light brown)
Incl.: Small black and white
Hard: Medium
Base: Flat ring
Rim: Simple. Sharply carination
Surf. Treat.: Slip: 10YR 8/2 (white),
Paint: None, Burnishing: None.
Tech.: Wheel made
Ware:
Firing: Medium core, no surface crackings
Color: 7.5YR 6/4 (light brown)
Incl.: Large & medium black & white
Hard: Medium
Base: Flat ring
Rim: Simple sharply carination
Surf. Treat: Slip: None, Paint: None,
Burnishing: None.
Tech.: Slow wheel made
Ware:
Firing: No core, no surface crackings
Color: 10YR 6/4 (light yellowish brown)
Incl.: Large white
Hard: Hard
Base: Flat ring
Rim Simple

1

Jebel el-Jofeh, Fig. 6:23

Haz. I, D5
Pl. CXIV: 9

1. Lach. IV
Pl. 68:514
2. Jabel el-Jofeh, Fig. 6:22

1. Haz. I,
2. Meg. II,

Haz. I,
Pl. CXXXVI:1

Pl. CXXIII:6
Pl. 53:18

Zeidan A. Kafafi

25.

1158

Carinated
Bowl

a)
b)
c)

26.

1228

Carinated
Bowl

d)
e)
a)
b)
c)

27.

1199

Carinated
Bowl

d)
e)
a)
b)
c)

28.

1166

Cooking Pot

d)
e)
a)
b)
c)

d)
e)

29.

1225

Cooking Pot

a)
b)
c)

30.

1141

Amphora

d)
e)
a)
b)
c)

d)
e)

Surf. Treat.: Slip: ?, Paint: None,
Burnishing: None.
Tech.: Very slow wheel made, badly
warped.
Ware:
Firing: Surface crackings
Color: 10YR 8/1 (white)
Incl.: Large black and white
Hard.: Medium
Base: Flat ring
Rim: Simple. Sharply carination
Surf. Treat: Slip: 10YR 7/3 (very pail
Brown), Paint: None, Burnishing: None.
Tech.: Very slow wheel made, badly
warped.
Ware:
Firing: No core, no surface crackings
Color: 10YR 6/2 (light brownish gray)
Incl.: Large white
Hard: Hard
Base: ring
Rim: Simple
Surf. Treat.: Slip: None, Burnishing:
None, Paint: None.
Tech.: Slow wheel made
Ware:
Firing: No core, no surface crackings
Color: 2.5 YR 8/2 (white)
Incl.: Small and large black & white
Hard: Hard
Base: Ring
Rim: Simple. Sharply carination
Surf. Treat: Slip: None, Paint: None,
Burnishing None.
Tech.: Slow wheel made
Ware:
Firing: No surface crackings
Color: 2.5 YR 4/4 (reddish brown)
Incl.: Small black and white
Hard: Hard
Base: Round
Rim: Triangular

None

Surf. Treat: Slip: None, Paint: None,
Burnishing: None.
Tech.: Wheel made
Ware:
Firing: No core, no surface crackings
Color: 10YR 8/3 (very pale brown)
Incl.: Small and medium black & white
Hard.: Medium
Base: Pointed
Rim: Triangular
Surf. Treat.: Slip: 10YR 8/2 (white),
Paint: 5YR 4/2 (dark brown) and 5YR
3/1 (very dark gray), Burnishing: Hand
Tech.: Wheel made
Ware:
Firing: No core, no surface crackings
Color: ?
Incl.: Small black and white
Hard: medium
Base: Ring
Rim: Everted

1. Lach. Pl. IV:361
2. Haz. I,
Pl. CXXXIX:18
3. Meg. II, Pl. 55:4

12

1. Meg. II,
Pl. 53:19
2. Jabel el-Jofeh, Fig. 6:26

None

1. Haz. I, Pl. CXXXIX: 12, 13 2.
Meg. II, Pl. 55:2
3. Pella, Pl. 48:698
4. Jebal el-Jofeh Fig. 6:30

None
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31.

1192

Amphora

a)
b)
c)

32.

1137

Amphora

d)
e)
a)
b)
c)

33.

1139

Amphora

d)
e)
a)

b)
c)

34.

1138

Amphora

d)
e)
a)
b)
c)

35.

1193

Amphora

d)
e)
a)

b)
c)

d)
e)

Surf. Treat.: Slip: 10YR 7/3 (very pale
brown), Paint: 10YR 3/2 (dusky red)
and 5YR 3/1 (very dark grey)
Tech.: Wheel made
Ware:
Firing: Dark core, surface crackings
Color: 7:5YR 7/4 (pink)
Incl.: Small black and white
Hard: Soft
Base: Ring
Rim: Everted
Surf. Treat.: Slip: None, Paint: 2-5 YR
2.5 (black) and 10YR 4/4 (weak red),
Burnishing: Hand.
Tech.: Wheel made
Ware:
Firing: Surface crackings
Color: 2.5YR 5/6 (red)
Incl.: Large white
Hard: Medium
Base: Ring
Rim: Everted
Surf. Treat: Slip: 10YR 8/3 (very pale
brown), Paint: 2.5 YR 4/4 (reddish
brown) and 2.5YR 2.5/0 (black),
Burnishing: None
Tech.: Wheel made
Ware:
Firing: No core, surface crackings
Color: 7.5YR 6/4 (light brown)
Incl.: Large white
Hard: Medium
Base: Ring
Rim : Everted
Surf. Treat: Slip: ?, Paint: 5YR 3/1
(black) and 10YR 3/4 (dusky red),
Burnishing: Hand.
Tech.: Wheel made
Ware:
Firing: No core, Surface crackings
Color: 7.5YR 7/4 (pink)
Incl.: Medium black and white
Hard: Medium
Base: Ring
Rim: Triangular everted
Surf. Treat: Slip: 2.5YR 4/4 (reddish
brown), Paint: 2.5YR 2.5/0 (black) and
2.5YR 3/4 (dark reddish brown),
Burnishing: None
Tech.: Wheel made
Ware:
Firing: No core, no surface crackings
Color: 10YR 8/4 (very pale brown)
Incl.: Small black and white
Hard: Medium
Base: Ring
Rim: Everted
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None

None

None
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36.

1140

Amphora

37.

1194

Amphora

38.

1161

Jug

39.

1172

Cypriot Bilbil

40.

1163

Biconical
Jug

41.

1195

Sherd of a
Biconical Jug

a)

Surf. Treat: Slip: 10YR 8/2 (white),
Paint: None, Burnishing: None
b) Tech.: Wheel made
c) Ware:
Firing: No surface crackings
Color: 7.5YR 6/4 (light brown)
Incl.: Small and white
Hard: Hard
d) Base: Ring
e) Rim: Everted
a) Surf. Treat.: Slip: 10YR 8/2 (white),
Paint: 2.5YR 3/4 (dark reddish brown),
Burnishing: Hand.
b) Tech.: Wheel made
c) Ware:
Firing: no core, surface crackings
Color: 2.5YR 6/4 (light reddish brown)
Incl.: large black and white
Hard: Soft
d) Base: Ring
e) Rim: Simple everted
a) Surf. Treat.: Slip: 10YR 8/2 (white),
Paint: 10YR 3/4 (dusky red), Burnishing:
Hand.
b) Tech.: Wheel made
c) Ware:
Firing: No core, surface crackings
Color: 10YR 7/3 (very pale brown)
Incl.: Small black and white
Hard: Hard
d) Base: Ring
e) Rim: Simple
a) Surf. Treat.: Slip: 5YR 7/4 (pink), Paint:
10YR 8/2 (white), Burnishing: Hand.
b) Tech.: Hand made
c) Ware:
Firing: No core, no surface crackings
Color: 5YR 6/6 (reddish yellow)
Incl.: None
Hard: Hard
d) Base: Ring
e) Rim: Simple
a) Surf. Treat.: Slip: 2.5YR 5/6 (red), Paint:
10YR 3/6 (dark red) and 10YR 3/1 (dark
reddish grey), Burnishing:
b) Tech.: Wheel made
c) Ware:
Firing: No core, no surface crackings
Color: 10YR 7/3 (very pale brown)
Incl.: Small and medium, Black & white
Hard: Medium
d) Base: Ring
e) Rim: Triangular everted
a) Surf. Treat.: Slip: 5YR 5/6 (yellowish
red), Paint: A human figure (hunter ?)
2.5YR 3/4 (dark reddish brown) and 5YR
2.5 (black), burnishing: Hand.
b) Tech.: Wheel made
c) Ware:
Firing: Medium core, no surface crackings
Color: 7.5YR 7/2 (pinkish gray)
Incl.: Small and large white
Hard: Medium
d) Base: ?
e) Rim: Everted

12

None

None

None

1. Lach. IV, Pl. 51:44
2. Gezer, cave 10A,
3. Meg. II, Pl. 51:1
4. Meg. II, Pl. 58:19
5.IBM, PL. 13:3

1. Lach. Pl. LXIV:6
2. Meg. II Pl. 58:3

Meg. Pl. 58:3 ?
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42.

1162

Jug

43.

1235

Jug

44.

1164

Dipper Jug

45.

1234

Dipper Jug

46.

1173

Dipper Juglet

47.

1175

Dipper Juglet

48.

1171

Dipper Juglet

a)

Surf. Treat.: Slip: 10YR 8/2 (white),
Paint: None, Burnishing: None.
b) Tech.: Wheel made
c) Ware:
Firing: Dark core, surface crackings
Incl.: Small white
Hard: Medium
d) Base: Ring
e) Rim: Trefoil
a) Surf. Treat.: Slip: ?, Paint: None,
Burnishing: None.
b) Tech.: Wheel made
c) Ware:
Firing: surface crackings
Color: 7.5YR 6/4 (light brown)
Incl.: Large black and white
Hard.: Medium
d) Base: Ring
e) Rim: Simple
a) Surf. Treat.: Slip: 10YR 7/3 (very pale
brown), Paint: None, Burnishing: None.
b) Tech.: Slow wheel made
c) Ware:
Firing: No core, no surface crackings
Color: 10YR 6/2 (light brownish gray)
Incl.: Large white
d) Base: Round
e) Rim: Trefoil
a) Surf. Treat.: Slip: None, Paint: None,
Burnishing: None
b) Tech. Wheel made
c) Ware:
Firing: No core, no surface crackings
Color: 10YR 8/2 (white)
Incl.: Small and medium black & white
d) Base: Flat
e) Rim: Trefoil (broken)
a) Surf. Treat.: Slip: None, Paint: None,
Burnishing: Hand.
b) Tech.: Slow wheel made
c) Ware:
Firing: No core, no surface crackings
Color: 5YR 5/1 (gray)
Incl.: Small and medium black & white
Hard: Medium
d) Base: Pointed
e) Rim: Trefoil
a) Surf. Treat.: Slip: 10YR 8/1 (white),
Paint: None, Burnishing: None
b) Tech.: Very slow wheel made
c) Ware:
Firing: Surface crackings
Color: 10YR 6/4 (light yellowish brown)
Incl.: Large black and white
Hard: Hard
d) Base: Pointed
e) Rim: Trefoil
a) Surf. Treat.: Slip: None, Paint: None,
Burnishing: None.
b) Tech.: Slow wheel made
c) Ware:
Firing: Surface crackings
Color: 10YR 6/3 (pale brown)
Incl.: Medium white
Hard.: Medium
d) Base: Round
e) Rim: Trefoil

12

Meg. II, Pl. 50:27 (closest)

None

1. Lach. IV, Pl. 65:695
2. Meg. II, Pl. 80:20 + 58:11
3. Jabal el-Jofeh, Fig. 8:85 Gezer,
Pl. 141:1

1. Lach., Pl. 50:30
2. Lach. IV,
Pls. 51:17 78:781
3. Haz. I, Pl. CXX: 9-12
4. Meg. II,
Pls. 50:20 41:13
5. TBM, Str. D, Pl. 9:8-10

1. Lach. IV Pl. 51:42
2. Pella, Pl. 50:108

1. Lach. IV, Pls. 50:27 – 51:42, 43
78: 782
2. Haz., Pl. CXL:4
3. Jabel el-Jofeh, Fig. 8:7
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49.

1176

Dipper Juglet

50.

1178

Dipper Juglet

51.

1149

Dipper Juglet

52.

1181

Dipper Juglet

a)

Surf. Treat.: Slip: None, Paint: None,
Burnishing: None
b) Tech.: Very slow made
c) Ware:
Color: 10YR 8/2 (white)
Incl.: Small and medium black & white
Hard.: Medium
d) Base: Round
e) Rim: Trefoil
a) Surf. Treat: Slip: 10YR 8/1 (white),
Paint: None, Burnishing: None.
b) Tech.: Wheel made
c) Ware:
Firing: No core, no surface crackings
Color: 10YR 7/2 (light gray)
Incl.: Large black and white
Hard: Soft
d) Base: Round pointed
e) Rim: Trefoil
a) Surf. Treat.: Slip: None, Paint: None,
Burnishing: None.
b) Tech.: Slow wheel made
c) Ware:
Firing: No surface crackings
Color: 2.5YR 8/2 (white)
Incl.: Large Black and white
Hard: Medium
d) Base: Round pointed
e) Rim: Trefoil
a)
b)
c)

d)
e)

53.

1145

Priform
Juglet

a)
b)
c)

54.

1143

Cylindrical
Juglet

d)
e)
a)
b)
c)

d)
e)

Surf. Treat.: Slip: 7.5YR 8/2 (pinkish
white), Paint: None, Burnishing: None.
Tech.: Wheel made
Ware:
Firing: No core, no surface crackings
Color: 2.5YR 8/4 (pale yellow)
Incl.: Small black & white
Hard: Medium
Base: Pointed
Rim: Trefoil

Surf. Treat.: Slip: None, Paint: None,
Burnishing: None
Tech.: Wheel made
Ware:
Firing: No core, no surface crackings
Color: 10YR 5/1 (gray)
Incl.: Small black and white
Hard: Medium
Base: Button
Rim: Triangular. One loop handle
Surf. Treat.: Slip: 5YR 4/6 (yellowish
red), Paint: None, Burnishing: Hand.
Tech.: Wheel made
Ware:
Firing: No core, no surface crackings
Color: 10YR 7/2 (light gray)
Incl.: Small black and white
Hard.: Medium
Base: Flat
Rim: Simple everted. One loop handle
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Meg. II,
Pl. 58:12 ?!
(closest)

1. Haz. I,
Pl. CXXIII:18
2. Meg. II,
Pl. 50:21
3. Pella, Pl. 50:79

1. Lach. IV,
Pl. 51:46
2. Haz. I,
Pl. CXXIII:16
3. Meg. II,
Pl. 50:17
4. Meg. II, Pl. 58:7
5. Pella,
Pl.46:50, 30
6. Jabal el-Jofeh,
Fig. 8:70
1. Meg. II,
Pl. 50:19
2. Pella,
Pl. 50:85
3. Jabal el-Jofeh,
Fig. 8:69

1. Lach. IV,
Pl. 50: 16, 18
2. Haz. I, Pl. CXXI: 8, 9, 11-13
3. Meg. II,
Pl. 40:17
4. Jabal el-Jofeh,
Fig 7:61, 65

Meg. II, Pl. 40:8

Irbid Tell Tomb (Excavated in 1968)

55.

1142

Cylindrical
Juglet

56.

1144

Cylindrical
Juglet

57.

1186

Saucer Lamp

58.

1184

Saucer Lamp

59.

1188

Saucer Lamp

60.

1187

Saucer Lamp

a)

Surf. Treat.: Slip: 5YR 4/1 (dark gray),
Paint: None, Burnishing: Hand
b) Tech.: Wheel made
c) Ware:
Firing: No core, no surface crackings
Color: 5YR 7/1 (light gray)
Incl.: Small white
Hard: Medium
d) Base: Flat round
e) Rim: Triangular. One loop handle
a) Surf. Treat: Slip: None, Paint: None,
Burnishing None.
b) Tech.: Wheel made
c) Ware:
Firing: No core, no surface crackings,
Color: 10YR 5/2 (grayish brown)
Incl.: Small black and white
Hard: Medium
d) Base: Flat
c) Rim: Triangular
a) Surf. Treat.: Slip: 5YR 8/2 (white),
Paint: None, Burnishing: None
b) Tech.: Slow wheel made
c) Ware:
Firing: No core, no surface crackings
Color: 2.5YR 8/2 (white)
Incl.: Medium white
Hard.: Medium
d) Base: Disk
e) Rim: No flanging
a) Surf. Treat.: Slip: None, Paint: None,
Burnishing: None.
b)
Tech.: Wheel made
c) Ware:
Firing: Surface crackings
Color: 2.5YR 6/8 (light red)
Incl.: Large white
Hard.: Soft
d) Base: Round
e) Rim: No flanging
a) Surf. Treat.: Slip: ?, Paint: None,
Burnishing: None
b) Tech. Wheel made
c) Ware:
Firing: No core, no surface crackings
Color: 7.5YR 6/4 (light brown)
Incl.: Small & medium black and white
Hard.: Medium
d) Base: Round
e) Rim: Simple

1. Lach. IV,
Pl. 50:19
2. Meg. II, Pl. 50:5
3. Jabal el-Jofeh,
Fig. 7:52

a)

1. Lach.IV,
Pl. 73:654
2. Haz. I,
Pl. CXVII:3
3. Meg. II,
Pl. 55:8
4. Pella,
Pl. 49:40 115,123

Surf. Treat.: Slip: 2.5YR 8/2 (white),
Paint: None, Burnishing: None
b) Tech.: Slow wheel made
c) Ware:
Firing: No core, no surface crackings
Color: 10YR 7/3 (very pail brown)
Incl.: Medium black and white
Hard.: Medium
d) Base: Round
e) Rim: No flanging
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1. Lach. IV,
Pl. 50:20
2. Lach. IV,
Pl. 51:13
3. Meg. II, Pl. 40:7

1. Lach. IV,
Pl. 72:643
2. Meg. II,
Pl. 55:11
3. Meg. II, Pl. 47
4. Pella,
Pl. 49:73, 81
5. Jabal el-Jofeh,
Fig. 9:95
1. Lach. IV,
Pl. 72:644
2. Haz. I,
Pl. CXVIII:I
3. Meg. II,
Pls. 55:11, 47:2
4. Pella, Pl. 49:81
5. Jabal el-Jofeh
Fig. 9:95
1. Haz. I,
Pl. CXLII:1, 3
2. Haz. I,
Pl. CXXII: 23
3. Meg. II,
Pl. 55:10
4. AS

Zeidan A. Kafafi

61.

1223

Saucer Lamp

a)
b)
c)

d)
e)

Surf. Treat.: Slip: 2.5YR 8/2 (white),
Paint: None, Burnishing: None
Tech.: Wheel made
Ware:
Firing: No core, no surface crackings
Color: 10YR 8/2 (white)
Incl.: Medium white
Hard.: Medium
Base: Round
Rim: No flanging

Key to the abbreviations:
AS = Ain Shems.
Hard. = Hardness.
Haz. = Hazor.
Incl. = Inclusions.
Lach. = Lachish.
Meg. = Megiddo.
Surf. Treat. = Surface Treatment.
Tech. = Technique.
TBM = Tell Beit Mirsim.

12

1. Lach. IV,
Pl. 72:654
2. Haz. I,
Pl. CXVIII:2
3. Haz. I,
Pl. CXLII:4
4. Meg. II, Pl. 55:6
5. Pella,
Pl. 49:40, 84
6. Jabal el-Jofeh,
Fig. 9:96

Irbid Tell Tomb (Excavated in 1968)
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Arabian Trade
ARABIAN
TRADE

Ernst Axel Knauf

Abstract:
the Sabaaean caravans carrying goods from Yemen to central Mesopotamia started during the 10th
th

century BCE when the Sabaaeans are first mentioned in the

The Problem
- miscalculating the dimensions and dynamics
ried goods that figured already in the
Babylonian imports statistics of the 9th and A Model
10th
Supra-regional – or even global – trade
th

this evidence that Sabaean trade already comnever disappear suddenly without further trace
menced in the 10th
gested by the first mentioning of the Sabaeans
th

nd

tional date for the beginning of trade on the

Mediterranean World
th
century
th
BCE and ended during the 7 century CE

The Prophet Muhammed was a trader
th
rd

no Arabian trade in the 6th
147
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nd

Mediterranean World System is

sibly enemy fleets in every conceivable comping produced a cash flow that was never

th

ing of any importance happened in the 11
through 10th
th
during the 9th
witnessed the beginning of Phoenician colonization west of Cyprus and thus the start of a
process which culminated in the Roman

a fraction of interest on its public debt of what

Periods of intensive international trade
largely coincide with periods of higher pros-

activity in the Mediterranean for periodiza-

produced a surplus of wool and had a severe
-

bell-curves most closely approximated by the
1

system emerges and finally is dominated by ported by shipping companies in which the
th
th
th

1

to the

-

Arabian Trade

Fig. 1

the arrival of the first British ship on their

- means of conspicuous spending of money

politicians developed a pragmatic attitude
aristocracy largely eliminated itself in civil
wars between the 15th and the 17th centuries
and lost its political and economic ascendancy from the 16th till the early 19th

powerful reactionary landed caste well until
th

149
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th

and capital flows would never have been pos-

century BCE and
th

Arabian Trade Prior to 750 BCE

should now be added to the finds of Midianite

camel breeding trading and caravan trading

Jerusalem in the 5th

th

possibly also mined

Arabian export of precious metals in the
organized and operated by the Sabaeans in the 10th th
inner south-eastern edge of the Peninsula who
shipped the incense in from the east and
approximately the region where the trade

local desert polities gained the status of a secTayma and the Qedarites in the 5th century

wine and transport them the relatively short
way to Egypt in order to exchange them there
land with the Canaanite products in the first

rd

had temporarily wresteld control of the trade

th

nd

that West Arabian trade commenced at the end
nd

These are commodities which were definitely traded

-

most probably reflect Arabian trade caravans of the
-

150
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th

from the Qedarite queen Shamshi somewhere
The gradual integration of Saba into the
th
and
th
early 7 century BCE is best attested by the
the tribute paid by her predecessor Zabibê in
growing precision in the designation of
LÚ

from a Taymanite-Sabaean caravan near the
th
centu-

Sab’ayya
M

Ita’amra

KUR

Sab’ayya

fact that these goods reached Mesopotamia by
trade already in the 10th and 9th centuries
tance trade to Mesopotamia must already have
commenced in the 10th
-

The only commodity worth of being
There is still no undisputable attestation
for the West Arabian incense road and its transported over the whole length of the

resulting in the immediate tribute of tribes and
cities stretching along the whole of length of stance was either not mentioned at all by the
rulers of Suhu and Ana because they did not
some sort of Sabaean economic-political presthis caravan had already spent all their incense
which they now wanted to exchange for high
aromatics originating in the south of the

151
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not difficult to guess where the Sabaeans
might have exchanged incense for purple

led to the fragmentation of the all-Arabian

which ordered these commodities in all probunder the shorthand of “incense route” did not
persist into the 5th and 6th
Taymanite-Mesopotamian trade commenced
th
in the 9th
that there could not have been any Meccan
the Midianite-Canaanite regional trade of the
th
through 9th
Caravan trade on the incense road came to
yet that all the regional Arabian trade routes
had coalesced into one single Sabaean-run
nd
half
th

els and transported it much faster and cheaper

Arabian Trade Post 300 CE
Mediterranean World economy between the
6th and 4th

rd

th

th

th

cenwas due to the coalescence of various regional

th

century BCE to form an all-Arabian trade netst
omy in the first half of the 1 millennium CE

half a millennium before the first caravan

Arabian Trade

because pre-Islamic Arabia was a typical
st

enterprise in the first half of the 1 century
rd

Meccan trade in the 6th century CE cannot
the most contemporary evidence which exists

Meccan trade with Syria necessarily conduct-

have frequented towns along the desert fringe
th

ity imported from Syria and consumed all is clear that Mecca amalgated both cultural
th
century

able to produce all these commodities by
turalists might not have wished to produce both trades were not mentioned in quite a
and crops coexist best if separated as far as
- provided a central place for Mecca in 6th centh
cen-

the way to Syria would have been feasible for
and feed of humans and animals would have
been less than the combined transactions fees

Ernst Axel Knauf

Incense Road
Gaza
o
<– –
Regional Trade
Gaza
o
<–>

––
Petra
o

––

<–>

––

o

––

––

<–>

Mecca
o

––

––

<–>

Asir
o

– –>

Saba
o

<–>

Yemen
o

Fig. 2

Syria
o
Fig. 3

Mecca
<–––––––––––>

o

Yemen
<–––––––––––>

o

th

Conclusion
economies are economies of sorts in which a
minimal international exchange of goods and
shared character as people who view the
This is not to deny that texts are an important

in an academic context where I had to learn

terns in ancient texts are not necessarily iden-

has functioned in the past and probably will
quite a number of recurrent features of political and economic anthropology reflect noth-

economies do not allow for empires and
154
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Archaeological and Palaeographic Aspects of the Deir ‘Alla Late Bronze Age Clay Tablets
ARCHAEOLOGICAL
AND PALAEOGRAPHIC ASPECTS OF THE DEIR
‘ALLA LATE BRONZE AGE CLAY TABLETS

Gerrit van der Kooij

1976

27

Abstract: The excavations of Tell Deir ‘Alla are strongly connected with Moawiyah Ibrahim since

General introduction
th
directed by Henk Franken from the University

and became co-directed by its head of the

157

Gerrit van der Kooij

as co-director in 1979 and has greatly enjoyed
working with Moawiyah some years before

The clay tablets and history of their study
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Archaeological and Palaeographic Aspects of the Deir ‘Alla Late Bronze Age Clay Tablets

DA reg.nr. /year

Condition

Used sides

some scoring

Type of use
8 dots in 2 rows
7 dots in 1 row

Context

Two sides

Corner damaged

7 dots in 1 row
7 dots in 2 rows
7 dots in 1 row

Space/room

Storage
Irbid
Irbid
Amman
Amman
Amman
Irbid
Irbid
Irbid
Irbid
Irbid

2 fragments

Two+ sides

Deir ‘Alla

Five sides

Deir ‘Alla
Deir ‘Alla

Table 1.

Author

Autopsy

o

Right > left

Correct*
o

Right > left

-

o

Right > left

-

-

o

Right > left

-

-

o

Right > left

-

o

-

o

-

Yes
Cazelles 1965

Albright 1966

Tablet

Yes

-

Right > left

-

-

Masson 1976

Yes
-

Correct
o

Mendenhall 1975

-

o

-

o

-

-

o

Right > left

-

-

o

-

-

Driver 1976
Best 1988

Yes
-

Correct
o

-

o

Donkey delivery
-

-

-

-

-

Right > left
-

-

Table 2.
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A renewed study of the inscribed tablets

time the more recently discovered tablets are

The inscribed tablets and their functional
contexts
The

tablets

may

best

be

divided

Archaeological and Palaeographic Aspects of the Deir ‘Alla Late Bronze Age Clay Tablets

Fig. 1 A, B, C: The three contexts of the clay tablets.

Documentation of the tablets: photographs
and drawings.
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Fig. 2

Fig. 3

Fig. 4

Fig. 5

Group 1
Tablet no. 1440

shadows:

162
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The text on one side of the tablet seems to
showing the strokes and major damage only
Tablet no. 1441

Group 2

Group 3
Tablet no. 3524

Tablet no. 1449

Gerrit van der Kooij

Fig. 6

Fig. 8

Fig. 7
with its inscribed sides

a

b

c

d+e

Archaeological and Palaeographic Aspects of the Deir ‘Alla Late Bronze Age Clay Tablets

Aa
B

Ab
Fig. 10

a

b

c

d

Fig. 9
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by Franken indicates at least some local

Tablet no. 3525

rather greenish and rather yellowish thin clay

Also bread-ovens and clay bins from Deir

Tablet no. 3523

Palaeography of the inscribed tablets
The tablets
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strokes
down of clay while making the grooves makes
the writing tool

In many cases the order of writing the different

Orientation and lay-out

of a small animal that walked over the softThe combined handling of tablet and
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Fig. 11

Fig. 12

The orientation of the tablets has been

Fig. 13

o

these two lines shows that the vertical stroke

Fig. 14

had left a little clay inside the groove of the
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Fig. 15(1)
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Fig. 15(2)

Fig. 16(1)

Archaeological and Palaeographic Aspects of the Deir ‘Alla Late Bronze Age Clay Tablets

Fig. 16(2)

lay-out of text on a

The order of writing the characters on one

line and the second line is the lower line on the
171
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The shapes of the signs
o

all long sides were inscribed the nearest short
in several cases the last written line can be

different sides by testing whether the traces of

and to give the relevant variations of each sign

The signs
The ductus
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Fig. 17

Gerrit van der Kooij

Some discussion of cultural connections

th

other hand a local or even Trans-Jordanian
based on local and regional traditions and on

th

Archaeological and Palaeographic Aspects of the Deir ‘Alla Late Bronze Age Clay Tablets

The writing direction was from left to

Some main conclusions

The tablets have a clear writing and
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The pilgrimage of a Sabaean woman
THE PILGRIMAGE
OF A SABAEAN WOMAN
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THE VOCABULARY OF RURAL SETTLEMENT: BEIT R

1

ALISON MCQUITTY

Abstract: This article is a reflection on rural settlement and vernacular architecture in North Jordan

lived there in the 19th

th

and commands a strategic location with

through Northern Jordan recording and
Bayt
and
are used in both Aramaic and Arabic
and could be the original name of the settlement
1

1

19

the change varied from settlement to
nd

th

jund
th

defter or cadastral register records

to cover a range of settlements that are used as
bases which are involved in direct food

th

late 19

th

term farmstead
of agricultural buildings forming the focus of
hamlet and
village

religion to villages based on mixed subsistence categorisation of rural settlement in Jordan ?
agricultural world as can also be seen in the

shift varied from settlement to settlement and

defter

attributes of the farmstead is
is used
in the current Jordanian vernacular to describe

used for describing rural settlement is but the

centres of Northern Jordan with their
villages in the 9th

th

include the storage and stabling attributes of et al.

et al
sites are seasonal farmsteads although it is
used because of its associations with settled

that still survives as the main axis

between kafr

qarya

Fig. 1

Fig. 2

children would live or each time
tapu land registration documents suggest that
th

organising feature within the village is seen

have been
et al

th

From the end of the 19th
de novo.

of the villages of

seen as significant as reflecting the degree of

The functional issue of the stabling and

at an individual household level
th

(

the ranges of houses clustered around a central

Fig. 3

th

have been constructed in the remains of the used for animal stabling according to the

exists on two levels with the lower level

6

built the newer houses which are themselves
6

that
was a building in which guests could be offered food

term

matwe

mizbeleh)
that was used for storing the oven ash before

woven reed matting between the arches

matwe

this eastern range all have large windows with

Fig. 4

walls are built in regular courses and the
contrasting colours of limestone and basalt

in as much as this can be made out beneath its

Fig. 5

ranging from actual residence in them as

Fig. 6

settlement that ranges from the late 19th

includes one structure with a vaulted roof but

being

reflect both historical and economic variation

in Northern Jordan is the difference between
these houses and those in villages of the

defter of the late 16th
registers of the late 19th

Fig. 7

to village came de novo

to the functional definition of “seasonal
as the regular if seasonal use and

th

had been the site of seasonal farmsteads

fellahin, and

animals in
needed

a hamlet and then village to the small town of
evidence the shift from village to hamlet
th

th
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III. Kommentar
III. A. Der islamische Friedhof

geschätzt wird.7

von
Thomas M. Weber

Zeit aus deren Bekanntenkreis begraben wor
den war.

III. A. 1: Topographische Lage und räumlicher Kontext

) der alten Stadt
Silk Buckingham

gingen. Die Grabstätten breiteten sich um den
aus. Dieses in alternierend schwarzen
römischen Decumanus Maximus an. Wohl

serhalb des Wohngebietes entlang der
derb arrashefiye im arabischen Volksmund bezeich mehr möglich.

Decumanus Maximus gelegenen
Rundbaus. Dieser war nach seiner vollständi

7
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zwischen den oberirdischen Steinsetzungen

langen Suchschnitt in der Flucht des westli
chen Segments des Rundbaus nördlich jen

mehrere Gräber der islamischen Zeit zu besei

kon

Abb. 33

tung zusammen mit den

sterblichen Überreste wurden noch am Tage
Grablegen in angemessener Form markiert.
(Abb. 33). Hierdurch wurde die Theorie eines

wurde der Schnitt zum Schutz der angrenzen
kierten Torbogens bestätigt. Dieser wird nach

bisherigen Forschungsergebnissen in die Zeit
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Abb. 34
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III. A. 3. Deposition der Toten und der
Beigaben
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gestreckter

(Abb. 36, 9
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Ellenbogen entweder nach unten oder nach
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Abb. 37

Schmuckteile an jenen Stellen des Skelettes

Halsketten im Bereich der Halswirbel. Den
S. 14–20)
Glaseinsätzen trug der oder die Tote in Grab
Abb. 8b; 36, 10) jeweils zu dreien an
einem Finger der jeweils rechten und linken
Hand. Die beiden Schminkbehälter aus Holz
und aus Glas (S. 22-23

in den vor den Brust verschränkten Händen.
Abb.36, 13) war
mit zwei Gebetsketten (S. 25–26
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6

III. B. Das Grabinventar
von
Birgit Mershen

Der Erhaltungszustand der Einzelobjekte
und Schmuckensembles reicht abhängig von
der Materialgattung von gut bis sehr schlecht.

III. B. 1. Einführung: Typologische Gliederung
und Erhaltungszustand der Schmuckteile

sind nur kleinere Fragmente erhalten. Bei der

unterschiedlichen Materialien sowohl bei
reichen.
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III. B. 2. Perlen
Einen wichtigen Bestandtteil des islamischen

und Farbe. Dabei wurden innerhalb der glei

chem Weg verursacht vermutetes Übel abweh
ren und Zuneigung erwecken. Dabei kommen

Funktionen zu. Sie werden heute auch
nicht

) harzet
laqta

oder

als

Geschenk

sembles sind auch aus anderen islamischen
Gräbern bekannt. Man vergleiche u. a. die
abgestimmt.
allem der Harmonisierung des Ehelebens die
Sondagen.
Trägerin die Zuneigung ihres Ehemannes

direktem Zusammenhang damit steht der

anmutendende Zusammenstellungen von

ren scheinen. Solchen Ketten wird nicht nur
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Bezeichnung
haraz al-kabse,
Singular:
harzet al-kabse beliebt.
Mit
al-kabse wird hier die schädigen
S 2 Nr. 2

Funktionale Bedeutung einzelner Perlentypen
Viele der in den osmanischen Gräbern der

werden als Bestandteil von Ketten oder auch

vor der Wirkung von
al-kabse als
besonders wichtig erachtete und sie vermut
Wochenbett erlebt hatte.
Opake weiße Steinperlen

S2
Zuneigung assoziiert werden und die auch
heute noch sehr verbreitet sind.
Grüne Achatperlen

S 2 (Nr. 7 A) in Form von

(

harzet al-helib

und

zu aktivieren.
Organgefarbene und rote Achat- oder
Karneolperlen

breitet

S 1 und S 2
bazle
passim
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gewiesen.
R. M.

Beigaben zeitlich näher bestimmen.
zwischen etwa
(S 1 Nr. 1 A–C, S. 2 Nr. 1 und S 3 Nr. 1A)
tisch bestimmt werden konnten.22 Die älteste

S4
Nr. A-B
PFEIFFERS
vorschlag jedoch in Frage.

S 1 (Nr. 1 A

S 3 Nr. 1 A
(S 2 Nr. 1
S 4 Nr. 1
mehr bestimmen. So gibt der numismatische

S 1 Nr. 3 B
S 2 Nr. 3 A)
S 4 Nr. 3 A–B S 5 2 B
Zahl belegt: Es handelt sich bei ihnen um

terminus ante quem non vor.

Bei den
sich um eine gleichzeitige Variante des rosa

S 2 Nr. 3 A

S 4 Nr. 3 A)

British
Museum
LEWIS
auch in Böhmen und Deutschland hergestell

22
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bestickt gewesen sein.
III. B. 3 Kopfschmuck

S
1

27

Gesichtsmasken (arab.
burquc
stinensischen Beduininnen verwiesen.
c

urge)

getragen.
diesem Zusammenhang aber der bereits von
A. MUSIL
chmuck der Frauen von Madaba (Abb. 37)
und Kerak (Abb. 38
saffa
c
c
– burqa oder
urge bezeichnet
c
urge

nordjordanischen Variante aber ein einziges

burquc besitzt in der Regel zwei herabhän

Osten noch heute gebräuchlich sind. Diese

27
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S1
struiert werden.
S 2 aus
stam

Abb. 37

S 2 Nr. 3
2

se zu einer oder mehreren Halsketten gehört
diesem Fall nicht mehr vornehmen.

dings keinerlei Gewebereste belegt sind. Sollte

che

Abb. 38
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III. B. 4. Halsschmuck
Halsband mit Münzen (?)
Kaum zu beantworten ist die Frage nach der

S 3 Nr. 1, 2). Bei ihm

Mannes handeln. Diese Bestimmung des

Bei der angesichts
des Schmucks einleuchtenderen Beisetzung

der in den anderen Gräbern so verbreiteten

hatten. Die Objekte dieses Kindergrabes sind
Materialien zusammengesetzte Kette zu rekon

Halskette aus Perlen
III. B. 5. Armschmuck
alten Kindes nicht bestimmbaren Geschlechts

Armband aus Perlen

S4 Nr. 3 A und B
die Halskette (S 4
(S 5
eine Kaurischnecke. Einen wesentlichen

Abb. 17

zusammenge
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Balutschistan.
dern getragen.
amuletten.
Armband aus Perlen
wurden im Bereich des

Verwendung von Eisen im Volksschmuck der
Region ist auch heute noch gelegentlich anzu

Dämonen hochwirksam sein soll.
S8

Armreifen aus Metall
S. 7
aus bekannt.

bestatteten Kindes
S9

rekonstruiert werden. Es handelt sich um einen

oder in
Bohrlöchern eiserne

stellt.
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Lederarmbänder
(S 10

waren in kreis

könn

oder runden Glaseinsätzen eingelassen. Die

.

Ü

wie sie zu dieser Zeit in Kerak und Madaba Schmucksteinen
getragen wurden (Abb. 37-38). Bei diesen
Dialekt die Bezeichnung

weiteren war ein
mshenshel

besetzte

Metallrosetten

Eine

mqawis

mecdal oder
Saudiarabien.

Glasarmreifen
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aus Siedlungshorizonten stammen einige
seien :
Gl 142
Fragment eines Armreifs (Abb. 39)
Fundlage:

zentrische Rille. Weinrotes Glas. Maße: erh.
Datierung:
islamisch.
Gl 145
Fragment eines Armreifs (Abb. 39)
Fundlage:

zentrische Rille. Weinrotes Glas. Maße: erh.
Datierung: dreieckig. Blaues Glas. Maße:
islamisch.
Datierung: islamisch.
Gl 143

Gl 146

Fragment eines Armreifs (Abb. 39)
Fragment eines Armreifs (Abb. 39)
Fundlage:
Fundlage:
Decumanus Maximus: Fläche
Decumanus Maximus: Fläche

Maße: erh. Dm
Datierung:
Gl 144
Fragment eines Armreifs (Abb. 39)
Fundlage:
Decumanus Maximus:

Abb. 39

Th. M. Weber).

Maße:
Datierung:
islamisch.
S 13
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S 15 sind alle
S 12

sind lediglich bei S 17 und S 18 mit einem
S 11
S 17 und
nierten Fragmente lassen hier keine Reste von S 19
Bemalung erkennen.
S
16 und S 16

L.

Durch
Dalman
Fingerschmuck
S 14 – S
20 zusammengestellten Fingerringe stammen

in der Region ansiedelten. Sie brachten
einen neuen Formenschatz und neue Techniken
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von diesem

misbaha

Gebetsketten. Bei den vorliegenden Funden

S 25 und 26) als
zwei islamische Gebetsketten (arab.
misbaha
masabih) zu erkennen.

imam der
misbaha
insbesondere die von Kamelen

schen Welt. Heute sind die

Verwendung zur Verlängerung des

imam

uckteilen aus dem Beigabeninventar gehört

masabih

S1
Nr. 2 A–B

geworden und von solchen aus Glas und

Ketten aus Halbedelsteinen an.
misbaha
misbaha
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(arab.

baraka

III. B. 7. Schminkutensilien
S 22
(Abb. 8b: 10

misbaha

den

misbaha
kuhl und anderen nicht näher bestimmten

delt hatte.

Abb. 31
mukuhle
des hier interessierenden ostjordanischen
Raums stellte H. VENZLAFF in ihrem Buch
Von
einem Rosenkranz als Begleiter eines verklärten Toten berichtet Lutfiyya aus Jordanien.
Wie vielerorts, so glaubt man auch hier, daß
die Seele eines Verstorbenen den lebenden
Angehörigen im Traum erscheinen kann, um
bestimmte Dinge mitzuteilen oder Ratschläge
und Verhaltensmaßnahmen zu erteilen. Erscheint nun der Abgeschiedene in schwarzer
Kleidung und wirkt unglücklich oder verstört,
mirwad)
so ist die Seele zur Hölle verdammt worden, dem Schminkbehaltnis aus Rohr oder Holz in
aber ‘If the visiting soul appears wearing
S 23)
white or green garments or carrying a masbaha (rosary), then it is believed to be in gen Glasröhrchens zu handeln. Die in seinem
heaven’
glänzenden schwarzen Substanz bestehen ver

wohl wie S 22
tiert werden.
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Kuhl

Abb. 40

Reidel).

Grund wurde

kuhl in der Vergangenheit

Diese kosmetische Gewohnheit geht im

M 51

von dem sich vier zusammenhängende Glieder

Zylindrische Kapsel mit Hängekettchen
Fundlage:
(Abb. 40
7.

o

zueinander

stehen. Maße
Datierung
Lit

Die in Folgenden dargebotene Beschreibung des

Kuhl
heit und werden noch heute aus unterschiedli
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als

kuhl
mukuhle

mukuhle aus Hebron enthielt das reich ver

sowie als Material von mehreren Fingerringen

Toten zuzuordnen. Der Metallschmuck war
also im Wesentlichen aus weniger wertvollen
sich damit vom Volksschmuck der Region aus

anderen Metallen hatte. Dagegen blieben
Wie bei S 22 handelt es sich bei dem orga
S 24
hinsichtlich ihres
materiellen Wertes den sozialen Status der
bäuerlichen und beduinischen Bevölkerung

und die Bedeutung von weniger wertvollen

III. B. 8. Die sozialanthropologische Aussage
der Grabbeigaben

Glas scheinen im Ostjordanland eine lange
Tradition zu haben. Ähnliche Gegebenheiten

rend Gegenstände aus Edelmetall und

Islamischer Schmuck aus Umm Qais

Bestattungen beschränkt blieb. Die sich hier
die eine völlig beigabenlose Beisetzung von

Erstaunen kommentiert. Dabei werden häu
in der Besiedlungsgeschichte des Ortes in
osmanischer Zeit geschlossen werden.
III. B. 9. Grabbeigaben und Bestattungssitten

nichtarabische Ethnizität oder durch eilige
zu deuten versucht.

in
situ
zumindest weibliche Tote und Kinder in der

es kann nicht sein, was nicht
sein darf

wie Schminkbehältnisse und Gebetsketten mit
ins Grab gegeben. Bei den vorausgegangenen
dänischen Sondagen wurden in den Gräbern
So
sind etwa Schmuckbeigaben in den osmani
den mamlukischen Gräbern ähnelt dagegen

schen Begräbnissen.

the simple possessions of the peasant
charakterisierten.72 Men usually were buried
without any grave furnishings while women
are found with their jewelry, such as glass or
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Spiegel, Kamm und kahle begräbt A.
JAUSSEN77
Si la femme
porte des bracelets ou d autres ornements au
moment ou elle expire, elle est ensevelie avec
ses joyaux; personne, autour d
N. BROSH
lissait souvent les femmes avec un miroir et un
Stein und Bestein zusammen mit anderen peigne; on leur met aussi du kohel sur les
yeux et un collier autur du cou. Un petit voile
vert ou jaune couvre le visag
metal bracelets and anklets, metal finger and
toe rings, and beads of glass or semiprecious
stones. Infants often were provided with necklaces of tiny beads
Schmuck wurde des

Katalog zusammengestellt.

islamischer Zeit weiterbestand. So verwun

chen kommt. A. Musil

beschreibt die

des Skeletts steckten zwei Ringe mit so gro
S 18 und S 19
das Bewegen des Fingers unmöglich gewesen
dass den verstorbenen Frauen nicht etwa aus

Die
Frau wird ebenfalls gewaschen, hierauf ganz
mit Salbe ‘atur gesalbt, an Händen und Füßen
mit Henne geschminkt, und mit ihrem
Schmucke angetan wie zur Hochzeit. Alle
Kleider, die sie hat, werden ihr angezogen,
und ihr Gesicht mit einem blauen Tuche, minden Vermögensverhältnissen und zum sozi
dil istambule, bedeckt.
Daß die Verwendung
von kohl für die Frau wesentlich ist, zeigt die
Tatsache, daß man in el-kerak die Frau mit

men ist.
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Such a final conflagration made the
ceilings of the palace to fall down burying its
content under a thick layer of ashes and burnt
bricks, carbonizes beams, charred plaster and
combusted stones. The palace, its furnishings
and its content where thus immortalized
shooting a picture of what had been gathered
into it under the terrible threat of the enemy
definitive attack. Such a circumstance
offered the extraordinary opportunity to
admire and touch many items and stuff
playing a productive, symbolic or even trivial
role in the ordinary life of the early Jordanian
city of Batrawy.

Along with huge ceramic containers and their
contents (barley, red-ochre, animal fat, beer,
etc.), and a myriad of other complete pottery
vessels (including decorated, applied,
miniature and imported vases) (Nigro and
Sala 2011: 90-98), tools and objects of
various material (copper, clay, pottery, wood,
bone, sea-shell, leather, textile) illustrate a
varieties of functions and activities and raise
a number of questions concerning the
productive and economic system, the social
organization,
and
goods
production,
exchange and social meaning within the early
city of Batrawy2. While features and meaning
of finds from the
Palace of the Copper
Axes
have
been
widely discussed (and
they are continuing to
be)
elsewhere3,
a
peculiar retrieval is
dealt with in this paper,
as a homage offered to
Prof.
Moawiyah
Ibrahim, an admirable
scholar who shed rays
of intense light on the
ancient civilizations of
Jordan.

Fig. 2: The destruction layer inside Western Pavilion of the Early Bronze
IIIB palace, from south.

.

_______________
2 Targeted studies were dedicated to different finds:
pottery (Medeghini 2012), copper axes (Nigro
2010c), a gemstones necklace (Nigro 2012), three
potters wheels (Fiaccavento 2013), as well as to
faunal remains (Alhaique 2012) and other
chemico-physical analyses.
3 Lastly with bibliography Nigro 2013a; 2013b.
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Fig. 3: Reconstruction of the eastern sector of the Western Pavilion of the Early Bronze IIIB
palace, with pottery vessels, objects, and luxury goods stored in it.

At the foot of the pillar:
the copper axes, the bear skin cloak
and the ceremonial vase
The Palace of Copper Axes was
articulated into two pavilions on its northern
extension lying over the lowest of the three
bedrock terraces upon which it had been built
(fig. 1) (Nigro and Sala 2012: 47-51). The
Eastern Pavilion, with a courtyard and a hall,
was found almost devoid of any artifact,
since it was pillaged and successively reoccupied in Early Bronze IVB (Nigro and
Sala 2011, 88-89; 2012, 46-47; Sala 2012)
around one century after the palace final
destruction, while the Western Pavilion, was
found full of ceramic vessels and other items
and furnishings. Pillared Hall L.1040 was a
major piece in this pavilion, and it was used
as cavaeu during the final attack to the city.
It had an almost rectangular plan (7.4-7.8 x
5.1-5.5 m) and two main doors, one opened
at the middle of the western short side
(L.1150) towards a porch and a forecourt
(L.1100), and the other at the centre of the
southern long side (L.1160), introducing into

another hall of the palace (L.1110). Both
passages were highlighted by finely plastered
steps made of regular 1 cubit-long
mudbricks. There were two more doors on
the eastern side of the Hall, one (L.1158)
introduced into a storeroom (L.1120), the
other in the central passageway of the palace
(L.1080). The latter was found intentionally
blocked by a thin wall, apparently raised up
at the eve of the city final conquest, as it was
for the western door.
Four wooden pillars set upon stone slabs
were arrayed along the main axis of the hall
supporting the ceiling, the floor of which
consisted of the emerging and regularized
limestone bedrock in the southern half of the
hall, and of a yellowish sandy compacted
pavement, in the northern one. Pillar bases
were set into the bedrock at the edge between
the two different paving surfaces.
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More than 20 pithoi, with an average
capacity of around 100 litres (between 80 to
120 litres, and a height variable between 0.8
and 1.1 m), were arrayed along the sides of
the hall (fig. 2) (Nigro and Sala 2011: 90-91,
figs. 7-8), while several other vessels (up to
100) were displaced aside them, including
medium and small size jars, pieces of table
services (jugs, juglets and a beaker), often
organized in couples (red-burnished juglets
and amphoriskoi), and miniature vessels4.
Ritual and symbolic vases had also been
collected in L.1040, including two decorated
small jars with applied snake and scorpion
motives (Nigro and Sala 2012: 48, fig. 5).
The cachette with copper axes
A special spot in the hall was a flat zone
around the basis of the second pillar from the
east (B.1108) and in between the latter and
the bedrock step just south of it (fig. 3). Here,
within a cavity of the rock, a cachette with
four copper axes was uncovered (fig. 4)
(Nigro 2013a: 502, fig. 19). The weapons
were wrapped in a rag or a shroud which left
a textile impression on their blades. They
illustrate two common types of EB Southern
Levantine axes (fig. 5)5: the flag-shaped with
a square hollow to fix the handle
(KB.10.B.131), and that with elongated tang
and
expanded
fan-shaped
blade
(KB.10.B.130, 132, 133)6.
_______________
4 Nigro and Sala 2011: 91, 96-98, figs. 9, 15; Nigro
2013a: 499-500, fig 16.
5 Nigro 2010a: 73-74, 2010c: 568-570, 2013b: 203,
fig. 20.
6 Early Bronze Age copper axes are known in
Southern Levant from several finds: a major
comparison for the hoard of Batrawy is that of Tell
el-Hesi (Bliss 1894: 39, figs. 69-78), where the
same typologies were attested to. Another
important hoard was found in Pella (Bourke,
Sparks and Mairs 1999: 62-64, fig. 11; Bourke
2013: 4). The Batrawy axes are actually on display
at the Jordan Archaeological Museum on the
Citadel of Amman; their catalogue numbers are:
KB.10.B.130 = J.19632/4; KB.10.B.131 =
J.19632/1;
KB.10.B.132
=
J.19632/3;

Fig. 4: The four copper axes in situ at the
moment of their retrieval just south of pillar basis
B.1108 in Pillared Hall L.1040.

The former was heavier (713 gr) and
notches on the blade testified its use, the
latter three (weighting between 160 and 270
gr) were apparently not used, since their
blade was intact. The axes were, thus, put
together and concealed for their symbolic
value, as power insigna.

Fig. 5: The four copper axes from Pillared Hall
L.1040 in the Early Bronze IIIB Palace B after
restoration and analyses carried out by Istituto
Superiore per la Conservazione e il Restauro 
Rome (S. Ferrari).
_______________
KB.10.B.133 = J.19632/2. where the same
typologies were attested to.
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The bear skin
At a short distance the paw of bear
(Ursus arctos syriacus) was also found,
positioned just underneath the pillar basis.
The latter find, deserves a more accurate
description. The metatarsal fragments of the
right paw of brown bear (fig. 6) retrieved in
connection were cut with a metal blade
(which is a noteworthy detail, since animals
were usually cleaned and cut off with flint
blades in this period)7 and, according to the
Expedition zoo-archaeologist, Francesca
Alhaique, who identified them, might have
belonged to a bear-skin. Such a garment or
cloth was apparently folded and deposited at
the bottom of the pillar, partly concealing the
copper axes cachette.
The bear skin was not only an exotic robe,
but also a luxury good conveying an
ideological message. The bear skin was a
symbol of power, since to own and wear a
bear skin cloak meant that one had killed
such a strong animal, a reference which
straightly reminds the role and ideology of
the community leader. The brown bear was,
in facts, seen as an extremely dangerous wild
beast (an Arabic proverb reminds it:

Fig. 6: metatarsal fragments of the back right
paw of the brown bear found underneath pillar
basis B.1108 in Hall L.1040.

spread from Northern Levant to central Iran).
In contemporary Early Dynastic III
Mesopotamian cuneiform texts, the Sumerian
word bear (AZ) occurs at least 238 times10.
The community leader might, thus, show off
his control over the routes to Syria and
Mesopotamia.

!!). Since the earliest
periods Near Eastern art shows chiefs and
leaders hunting wild beasts8, as an icon of
protecting the community and defending it
from surrounding (natural) enemies9.
However, to own a bear skin also was a
direct proof of the gained access to the routes
where such good was traded (this animal was
_______________
7 Rosen 1983: 80; McConaughy 2003, 510.
8 For instance in the Uruk Stele with the priestkings lion hunt Uruk/Warka: Frankfort 1954: 14,
pl. 9A.
9 There are several references in the Old Testament
to the bear as a symbol of power and violence (Prv
28:15). It is noteworthy that this animal often
occurs in relationship with kingship, as in the story
of David, who claimed in face of Saul that he  as
a young shepherd  was able to kill lions and bears
(1 Sam 17:36), as a title to be allowed to fight with
Sanson (this is the premise to his ascent to the
throne of Israel).

Fig. 7: Wooden, bitumen, sea-shell inlayed harp
from the Royal Cemetery in Ur (from PG/789).
_______________
10
Source: ePSD_Philadelphia Sumerian Dictionary.
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Moreover, the brown bear is also linked
to ball and play, because of the attitude and
behavior of plantigrades after an adequate
training to dance and play. It appears on the
Ur harp in a music scene with a humanized
donkey (fig. 7). Trained bears were, in fact,
not rare animals in Mesopotamian courts.
A vast number of attestations of the bear
are provided by Hittite texts and imagery
referring of festivals and rites (fig. 8)11. A
Hittite ritual mentions a dancer dressed with
a bear skin12.
In the Anatolian culture, the bear,
actually, was an epitome of strength and even
furor, though balanced by wisdom and
softness. It, thus, can be considered a suitable
emblem for a military chief or a king (Collins
2010: 61).
Bears were also used as guard-animals in
courts of palaces, as a mean of ostentation of
power and luxury, tied up with heavy iron
chains.
Trained bears from Syria were precious
Asiatic gift brought to Pharaohs by Syrian
envoys, as the renown frescoes from vizir
Rekhmires Tomb (TT 100) in Thebes (who
lived under Thutmosis III and Amenofis II in
the XV century BC) testify to (fig. 9).

Fig. 8: Karatepe: wall relief showing bear hunting: a
standing bear and an archer.

Fig. 9: Drawing replicating wall painting in the tomb
of Rekhmire at Thebes (TT 100), around 1450 BC.

_______________
11
I am endebted to my friend Rita Francia for these
enlightening suggestions; a summary is found in
Collins 1989: 98.
12
Mallory and Adams 1997: 56.

Hence, the Syrian brown bear was a
luxury animal to be owned alive and worn
after death. For this reason, on the one hand
the bears kin was a symbol of power, on the
other, it was a luxury clothing. In both
instances, it was a valuable object to be
collected with other luxury and symbolic
items in the palace caveau.
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The king’s cup
Some centimeters to the west of pillar
B.1108, a third element was standing: an
almost unique vessel characterized by a
double handled spherical body on a squat
grooved pedestal (KB.10.B.1054/11; fig.
10)13. A thick light reddish-brown slip
finished by an oblique intense stickburnishing (Eisenberg and Greenberg 2006,
fig. 8.46:3) made the vase surface shining,
clearly imitating a copper prototype, while
the pedestal exhibited four deep and round
grooves, also carefully burnished (fig. 11).
The latter element is a common feature
occurring on Khirbet Kerak Ware stands14,
which are, however, higher and slimmer (Paz
2006, figs. 3.13; 3.27:9). The vessel mouth
was flat, without neck and with a distinct
rim, characterized by an inner upper step.
The rim and the spherical body were
apparently refined on the wheel, a datum
which is particularly meaningful since, in the
whole ceramic assemblage from Palace B,
only the neck of big pithoi shows the same
treatment. This datum seems even more
interesting if one considers that potters
wheels (at least three specimens) had been
collected into the palace15, as an innovative
technological tools under the direct control of
the city ruling institution (Fiaccavento 2013).
The spherical shape, and especially the two
vertical handles applied on the maximum
diameter16, however, most neatly distinguish
this vase, featuring it as a goblet or a big
chalice (fig. 12). This formal element, its
peculiar treatment and the finding spot
suggests a ceremonial or ritual function,
_______________
13 Nigro and Sala 2011: 92-93, fig. 10; Nigro 2013a:
499-501, fig. 17.
14 Getzov 2006: fig. 3.53: 4-5; Greenberg et al. 2006:
figs. 3.13; 3.27:9; 3.46:5; 5.90:14; 5.91:22;
6.31:16; 6.34:11.
15 Nigro and Sala 2011: 93-94, fig. 12; 2012: 49, fig.
7; Nigro 2013a: 501-502.
16 Also this feature is unusual, the only comparison is
a big and deep bowl from Khirbet ez-Zeraqon
(Genz 2002, pl. 21:15).

Fig. 10: Ceremonial vase KB.10.B.1054/11 at the
moment of the discovery in Pillared Hall L.1040.

connected with the other symbols of power
retrieved nearby.

Fig. 11: Ceremonial vase KB.10.B.1054/11: detail of
the foot grooves and the surface treatment.
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Ostentation of power symbols
The copper axes, the bear skin and the
pedestal vase are associated by their finding
spots, and seem to constitute a separated
ensemble of items within the large corpus of
finds retrieved in Pillared Hall L.1040. The
bear skin was used for clothing and surely
was an exotic wear, which in the freezing
days of winter had also a comfortable
utilization on the windy hill of Batrawy. It
may have belonged to a city leader, a military
chief (Batrawy had a strong military vocation
epitomized by its impressive defensive
works) or a king, who may have practiced
hunting in northern mountains17. An
overlapping possibility is that this leader
wanted to stress his ability in trading with
far-away lands where the brown bear was
hunted. Nonetheless, the copper axes were a
living demonstration of the easy access to

copper ores necessary to provide the city
with metal weapons and, in the meantime,
reflected the technical abilities concentrated
in the palace. Trade routes control and
military supply depend on the city ruler
capacities. The ostentation of items
accounting such capacities, transformed such
items into symbols of power, instruments of
èlite propaganda18.
In the meantime, the pedestal vase seems
to occupy an apical position in the ceramic
assemblage of the palace, especially as
regards the inventory of shapes connected
with
table
service
and
communal
consumptions (including couples of jugs,
juglets and amphoriskoi: Sala 2013: 608, fig.
21). It stands out as the kings cup, or a
major single element used during special
events or ceremonies and to be grouped with
the other royal symbols: the copper axes and
the bear skin.

Fig. 12: Ceremonial vase KB.10.B.1054/11 (the kings cup) from Pillared Hall L.1040 in Palace B at Khirbat
al-Batrawy.
_______________
_______________
18 The gemstone necklace retrieved in the nearby Hall
17 A bearskin cap was worn by the famous Iceman, a
L.1110 (Nigro 2012), conversely, might be an
prehistoric chief killed and buried on the Alps in
example of female ostentation within the palace
Italy around 3300 BC (Vanzetti et al. 2010).
élite.
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